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i. Introduction

Since the early 1980s comparattve studies on social politics and the welfare state have
been challenged by attempts to develop typologies in order to classify the welfare states
of advanced industrial riaUons. In that context whole series of diverse criteria were used:
leveLs of govemment expenditure, characteristics of transfer instruments, development
of citizenship rights, labour-market performances, social stratification characteristics, the
extent of'decommodiflcation', or policy paradigms.' However, although these classifications
in terms of typologies certainly provide some transparency in matters ofinternational com-
parison, they also tend to lead to a whole series ofsimplifications. Actually these typologies
are located just on the borderline of knowledge and ignorance.

One of the best examples of this rather conflicting entity constitutes Gesta Esping-
Andersen's concept of wefare state regimes. That concept includes, for one, the capacity
of social policy to decommodify wage earners, that is, to endow individuals with a relative
independence of the cash nexus and work compulsion. It also entails the stratification
attributes of social policy - does it cultivate universal solidarity, status segmentation,
orindividualism?And it contains the degree to which guaranteed employment is institution-
alized. Esping-Andersen distinguished three types ofwelfare-state regimes, cl.assical-liberal,
conseruati~e and social democc,raticwelfare- state regimes. The classical-liberal social policy
type is designed to maximi7.e the commodity status of each individual wage earner; there
exists a powerful attachment to a means-tested, targeted form ofsocial policy. In that sense
liberal social policy is residual in that it establishes narrow boundaries for government
intervention and maximum scope for markets in the determinaUon ofwelfare. The conserva-
tive social policy type was initially not so much guided by desires to establish market hege-
mony and rugged individual self-reliance. In its Catholic version it favoured a traditional
corporative social policy that promoted occupational or status-exclusive schemes. More
in general it favoured an organization in which the employer occupies a paternalistic guiding
role. In Fsping-Andersen's opinion the political aim is to build and consolidate status cleava-
ges among the wage-earner population, to thwart broader class formation. The social demo-
cratic social policy type is alongside the aim offull employment directed towards a decommo-
diflcation of the status of wage-earners. That is a question of securing adequate means
ofsubsistence independent ofmarket chances. It requires that flnancial burdens be socializ-
ed, status difierences are eliminated with respect to conditions ofentitlement and benefits,
rights and benefit distribution are divorced from initial inequalities or performance, and
entitlements be basically conditionless.2

However, even this fairly elaborated typology ofGósta Espíng-Andersen is still rather
impressionistic and unbalanced. At least fqur critical aspects surface. Firstly the typology
is too lineariy developed, with on the one side the classical-liberal, and on the other side
the social democraUc type. Somewhere in between a relatively undifierentiated type, the
conservative welfare state is located. Here a broad range of countries and welfare states
come together, from the Dutch and Austrian welfare states up to the Swiss and Italian
ones. Probably the differences between these conservative welfare states as such are larger
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than the differences between the British (classical-liberal) and Swedish (social democratic)
welfare state. Secondly, this typology of welfare-state regimes is too strongly, although
even oniy partially, tied to political reality. This leads to a whole series of difficulties in
using the typology for historical and political analyses. How about social democraUc welfare-
state characteristics that were, from a historical point ofview, mair~ly advocated by (progres-
sive) I,iberals, and actually opposed by Social Democrats, as in the early debates on (univer-
salist) old age pensions in Sweden? And how about nowadays social democratic parties
that follow more classical liberal or conservattve social policy lines? Thirdly, the typology
is not buiit along oomparable theoretical lines. Sometimes more institutional and intentional
notions are utilized (the social democratic type), now and then more strategic and political
ones (the conservatlve type), and at times intervention boundaries (the liberal type).

Certairily, reasoning in terms ofwelfare state models and welfare state regimes can
be fruitful for a better understanding of developed Western welfare states. But then, the
typology ofmodeLs and regimes should be more than the simple duality between neo-conser-
vatism (or liberalism) on the one hand, and social corporatism (or social-democracy) on
the other. Or in terms of Esping-Andersen's regimes, liberal regimes on the one hand, and
social-democratic regimes on the other hand, with somewhere in between all continental
welfare states, classiIIed as conservative or corporatist regimes. It is an anglo-scandinavian
deviation in bringing all continental welfare states under one and the same heading. And
that while the di~erences between continental European welfare states are probably larger
than the difl'erences between the Swedish welfare state and the British one. It is interesting
to notice in this context that in the anglo-scandinavian tradition ofwelfare state and social
policy studies hardly any attention is paid to oonfessinnal social policy options as an autono-
mous project. These options are either qualified as a conservative sub-type, or even as
a compromise between social-democratic and conservative or liberal optiions. l~en in Dutch
analysis this blind spot is adopted.3 And that, whíle, even more than the Swedish social-de-
mocratic welfare state, confessional welfare states consUtute a ideal basis for a proper
understanding of welfare state development.

A second criticism on the use of typologies is the relatively narrow interpretation of
welfare state outcomes, mainly in terms ofincome equality or inequality, equality of chances,
avoidance or poverty and unemployment. This leads to a strong disregard of a broader
social, political and cultural context of welfare state evolution, and outcomes of welfare
state development. From this perspective the welfare state refers to processes and battles
on ordering society and defining the relationship between state and society. Here social
and political organizations, representing specific social classes, subcategories of classes,
and social groups present and develop theirviews and demands in terms ofordering society,
that is to say: the relationship between state and society, between the indfvidual, the social
associations and the state, the forms of production and distribution, the relationship
between work and income, the position of the family and other forms of cohabitation, the
role-patterns ofinen and women, the contract between the generations, the preference-order
between paid work, non-paid work, and leisure, the degree of individual autonomy, etc.
Ordering society, defining the relationship between state and society. That is the core of
the welfare state. FYom that perspective the history ofthe welfare state is a whole of ongoing
struggles, clashes and compromises between different political or societal projects of major
social and political organizations; ofdominance and hegemony ofthese projects, and finally
of the emergence of specific types ofwelfare states, differing in terms of ihe way in which
they represent a specif3c ordering of society, a special relationship between state and society,
etc. The terms societal project refers in this context to a more or less coherent entity of
demographic (volume and extension ofthe population) economic (production, accumulation
and distribution), sodal (social con8guration, sodalization, disciplining, control, and societal
cohesion). political (nation-buffding and state-formation, citizen and political rights, domi-
nance, hegemony, legitimacy, security), cultural (nation-buffding in terms of language,
communication, socialization, standards and values), and institutional (state formation,
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institutionallzation and organizaUon, regularization) ideas on ordering society and the rela-
tionship between state and society.4

Against that background this paper combines two alternatlve routes ofwelfare state analysis.
Firstly, thLs analysis should be seen as an attempt to develop an alternative kind of
qualitative international comparison: a more extensive study of one country or a smaller
set of countries in order to get a better grasp of the specific dynainics of welfare politics,
not so much aimed at testing hypotheses, but more directed to outline and explain the
specific evolution of, for instance, the welfare state in an'ideal-typical' setting.5 It focusses
on the evolution of a confessiona[ welfare state as a major basis for the understandíng
welfare state development more in general. Secondly, welfare state evolution is not so much
studied in terms of its direct outcomes, such as welfare state programmes, arrangements,
and institutions, income redistribution, income equality or inequality, equality ofchances,
avoidance of poverty and unemployment. Major attenUon is given to more structural
outcomes of social politlcs and welfare state evolution. The history ofthe welfare state as
a whole ofongoing struggles, clashes and compromises between diS'erent political or societal
projects of major social and political organizations; of dominance and hegemony of these
pmjects, and fínally of the emergence of a specific type of welfare state, differing from other
welfare states in terms of the way in which it represent a specific ordering of society, a
special relationship between state and society.

This paper represents the Dutch case, the arrival and evolution of a confessionul welfare
state. The rather limiting restrictions of a paper led to the choice to pay major attention
to the post-war perlod, and to treat the pre World War II roots more briefly. This choice,
however, dces not suggest that the pre-war period is less important for a proper understand-
ing of the evolution of the Dutch welfare state. Both periods equally contribute to the
specificities of the Dutch welfare state.

2. Some Historical Features

For centuries Dutch ruling elites founded their social policy act.ivities on fairly straightfor-
ward premises. Local and regional authortties mainly relied on surveillance and disciplining.
The national state only acted in regulative terms by edicting ordinances concerning
vagabondage, mendicity and crime, and undertaking police action. In the second half of
the nineteenth century awareness became stronger not only among a progressive llberal
minorlty, but aLso among broader segments ofthe bourgeoisie that social politics constituted
an important instrument for social and poliUcal ordering. That was certainly true in a situ-
ation where answers had to be formulated rega~ing the emergence ofan industrial working
class and the arrival of a modern labour movement. Shared invasion of state and society
progressed. In the Netherlands of the late nineteenth century the precise demarcation of
the relationship between state and society (and church) was the result of the intermingling
of three major political questions, the school (funding) question, the social question and
the strvggle for universal suffrage. This combination forced social and religlous movements,
poliUcal parties, trade unions and employers' organi7,ations to reach for organi7,ational
strength, to determine their mutual relations and to outline the contours of their societal
projects. In these political disputes three llnes of argumentations existed for years side
by side, each iníluencing specific aspects oI' the relationship between state and society.
Sometimes compromising, at other times blocking each other.

The fírst llne of argumentation, that of state abstinence, was defended by a slowly
crumbling conservative block and the conservattve wing ofthe I.iberal Party. This tendency
formed a minority that lost more and more of its iníluence in the late nineteenth century.
The second line ofargumentation was the confessional one.lfie relationship between state
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and society was formulated along the principles of soeuereiniteit in etgen M-ing (sovereignty
in its own circle) or subsidiariteit (subsidiarity). In protestant christian circles the relation-
ship between state and society was more strictly defined than in cathollc ones. The protes-
tant christian interpretation saw state and society as two distinct domains with separate
responsibilities. State intervention was regarded as a last resort should sodety, and especial-
ly its major representat3ves in social life, employers and employees, fail to take their respon-
sibility. Cathollcs were less opposed to state intervention. The principle of subsidiarity
offered more room to manceuvre within the relationship between state and society. The
third line ofargumentation, a more state interventionist one, was defended by progressive
Liberals and Social Democrats. They pleaded for solid state intervention in social politics.
More concretely they demanded state inquiries into working conditions, labour legislation,
the introduction ofa state pension, compulsory social insurance schemes, and active labour-
market policies.

Growtng contradictions between confessional and non-confessional social and political
organizations coincided with the arrival of the social question. This provoked the coming
of large, well-structured, ideologically committed and enduring associations, the zuiien
(pillars). In the Netherlands, three or four such pillars can be distinguished: the catholic,
the protestant christian, the socialist, and sometimes, a liberal pillar. These pillars were
founding movements ofmodern associational mobilization of large parts ofthe population,
middle classes, farmers, and especially workers on the basis of specific societal projects.

The meaning of the pillars for the development of social and political relations in the
Netherlands has since long been a matter ofgreat controversy. Some regard pillarization
as a system which was oriented towards a pacification of social and political relations.
In that context pillarization is mainly studied from the level of social and political elites,
and considered as a(politically) solid system of organized and enduring compromises.fi
Others judge pillarization as a specific formation of power relations between classes and
social groups, especially between ruling elites and lower classes. The lower classes were,
separated along ideological and cultural lines, included within the distinct pillars, and
consequently restricted in their autonomous dynarr~ic as social and political forces. During
the 1920s the confessional trade unions organized about half the working class, and tied
them socially and politically to the projects of confessional ruling elites. Within these
(pillariT.ed) social and political relations Social Democracy was outmanoeuvred into a
permanent minority position.'

Within both interpretations pillarization is mainly regarded from the perspective of
the polltical system as such, or from the perspective of the class struggle. However, from
the perspective of the arrival and instituUonal establishment of (dominant or hegemonic)
societal projects pillarization can foremostly be seen as a more or less unconscious outcome
of confessional socíal and polltical presence. FYom the beginning Kuyper built a clear
contrast between confessional and non-confessional (social) poliUcs, ending in the anti-thesis
about the turn of the century. Along this anUthesis Kuyper provided the confessional ranks
with an excellent opportunity to establish their own identity, and at the same Ume an
ídeological motivation to found their own organizational structure ofpolitical parties, labour
unions, agricultural organisations, employers' organizations, mass-media, educational
and cultural institutions. The Anti-Revol.utionaire P~a.rtif (Anti-Revolutionary Party), founded
on Apri13 1879, constituted the first political party in the Netherlands. Protestant Chris-
tians, and some years later also Cathollcs, used modern organized mass-action as basis
from which to organize their speciflc position within the socíal and political (power) relaUons.
In this way they met the consequences ofth~e process of prolonged industrialization sínce
the end of the nineteenth century. Patterns of difl'erentiation and even growing contradic-
tions were caught within broader sodetal conglomerates. This strategy of mass-mobilizatíon
and integration resulted in a spacious network of confessional organizations, more specially
in a protestant christian as well as a catholic societal network.8
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In more general terzns that evolution came to expression through the ordering of social
life, and more specificaliy through the formation ofsocial politics as the core of state inter-
ventionist capacities and practices. The specificity of the outcome, pfflarization, resulted
from the coincidence that the formation of social politics was at stake just at the moment
that confessional social and political organizaUons entered the political arena, and started
tomodel the relationship between state and society. Had they entered earller or later, under
other social-economic circumstances, pillarization would have taken different forms or
would not have existed at all. Rellgion was not 'set in and mobilized in a specific way in
order to facilitate organizational and political practices', and ~empering class contradictions'
did not simpiy result in pillarization. Rather, specific (hegemonic) ideas on the way classes
had to be organized and had to work together originated specific organizational principles
for the relations between classes, and the relaUonship between state and society. F~-om
this more general perspective social politics, the arrival and instituUonal establishment
of societal projects, pfflarization and corporatism (industrial organization) came together
as dominant organizational principles within the context ofsocial politics, and social and
political hegemony.

The concrete debates on social politics, and first state interventions in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century, up until 1918, revealed the decline of the state
abstinence line, and a sort of stalemate situation between the confessional and state
interventionist lines of argumentation. Up unt11 these years the struggle for hegemony led
to a mixed and combined process of project difi'erentiation and institutional establlshment
of societal projects. Before 1918 a sort of poliUcal balance existed between the Confessionals
on the one hand, most of the time supported by the advocates of state abst~nence, and
the progressive Liberals and Social Democrats on the other hand. That balance was not
simply the result of the power relations, but also of the fact that the process of social and
political maturation of the Dutch society was still on its way. PoliUcal parties, trade unions
and especially emplayers organizations had hardly found a national and strongly centralized
profile. ~en where confessional parties came into power, 1888-1891, 1901-1905, and
1908-1913, they did not posses the ultimate strength to realize the core of their societal
project, while at the same time inadequacy of social organization forced them to seek for
more etatist solutions. Only in the field of moral legislation did the confessional partjes
succeed in realizing their options in 1911. Until the 1920s it was impossible to realize the
options of sovereignty in its own circle or subsidiarity in the field of social insurance. The
first social insurance scheme, the OngeuaUeruuet (Industrial Injuries Act) of 1901, had
a strong etatist character. i~en the laws proposed by the anti-revolutlonary Social Minister
Talma in 1913 to a large degree followed the same road, as far as administration and control
was concerned. There still did not exist a socialmidfield strong enough to take associational
responsibility, and to realize the confessional principles. And as far as confessional iníluence
became too evident, progressive llberal and social democratic forces blocked legislation.

It was not until the end ofWorld War I that the polltical blockade which had obstructed
social politics until then, was terminated. Not as the result of any pacification between
Liberals, Confessionals and Social Democrats, and their respective societal projects, but
as a consequence ofthe final establishment of confessional hegemony within Dutch social
and political relatiions. Since that ttme social politics materiali7.ed the core ofthe confessional
societal project. The final settlement ofsocial insurance, the Oiuierdoms- en Iru~aliditettswet
(Invalidity and Old Age Insurance Act), the Raderu.uet (Law on Labour and Insurance Coun-
cils), the extension ofthe Industrial InjuriesAct, legal regulation ofthe Ziektewet (Sickness
Isurance Act), and the first initiatives in the field of health care, as well as the debates
and final solutions on societal ordering, the debates on the pubLi.ekrechtelyke bedri,j~sorgani-
satie (public industrial organization) followed the central lines of the confessional, and
more speciflcally protestant christian, optíons. Confessional politiics formulated the organ-
izational forms of the relations between classes, the relationship between the state and
society and the framework wherein social polltics obtained its material and organizational
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shape. Here sovereignty in its own circle, subsidiartty and the corporatieuemaatschappy
(corporative society) formed themajor organizational concepts. F'rom 1918 onwards confes-
sional social and poliUcal organizations definitely obtained a hegemonic position, and
actually dictated the major processes of societal ordering, which resulted in pillarization
and corporative forms of organi~ations in general, and more speciflcaliywithin social poliUcs.
~en Social Democrats, especialiy the social democratic trade union, the NW, moved slowly
towards corporatist positions. Dutch social polltics became confessional social politics,
and as an institutionalized consequence, the Dutch welfare state became a confessional
welfare state.

9. Post-~var Dutch Welfare State E~olution

F~-om an intemational comparative perspective the explosive evolutlon ofthe Dutch welfare
state, in qualitative, as well as quantitative terms, raises no uncommon questions. The
turn towards uork.suerzelcerlru,~en, national insurance, was already preceded by the Scandina-
vian countries and the United Kingdom. At the same time, all Western welfare states scored
in terms of an explosive evolution ofsocial expenditure from the late 1950s up to the 1970s.
Yet, against the specific national context of the 1930s and 1940s the strong advancement
ofthe Dutch welfare state is highly peculiar. Up until the mid 1950s the evolution followed
pre-war lines: compulsory insurance in case of sickness, occupational injuries, old age,
and (since 1952) unemployment, stayed restricted to wage-earners, benefits were earnings-
related, and the administrative organization was multiform and corporatist of character.
Education, health care, housing and poor relief were still predominantly organized along
the conception of the state as a confederation of denominations, in latterday political
parlance uerzuiling (pillari7ation). In stricter terms ofsocial politics an alternatlve blueprint
for the post-war Dutch welfare state, as proposed in the report Sociale zekerheid of the
Van Rhijn Commission in 1945, was after a protracted debate between 1945 and 1952
rejected by the dominant political forces, the confessional-cum-liberal block, including
the confessional trade unions. The commission envisioned a fundamental transformation
ofthe Dutch welfare state. Citizenship was chosen as the leading principle for social politics.
'The society, organized by the state, is responsible for social insurance and freedom from
want of all its members under the condition that these members take initiatives to provide
that socíal insurance and freedom from want themselves.'9 In that light the commission
proposed concretely: an universal set of insurance schemes (voUcsuerzekertnger~, based
on the principle of state responsibility for the well-being of all citizens, and executed and
controlled by state institutions, a national health service and an ímportant enlargement
ofsocial services. Although the existing principle ofearnings-related benefits was preserved
for some of the social insurance schemes, a strong plea was made for the introduction
ofoverall minimum benefits, linked with a likewise newly proposed minimum wage. Propo-
sitions that would equip the Dutch social security system with a profound minimum
subsistence level for all citizens.

Looking at the years ofgrowth during the 'take-off phase' (1952-1962), and especially
during the 'expansion phase' (1963-1975) a striking paradox surfaced: a far-reaching trans-
formation of the Dutch welfare state was explicitly obstructed by the dominant dvigants
politiques; however, while dominant social and political organiz,ations attempted to secure
prevailing structures, they introduced single elements ofthe proposed transformaUon along
a incrementalist series ofchanges, without ever explicitly accepting them as a total package.
This reality induces the first major question concerning the evolution of post-war Dutch
soeial pollties: how can this inerementalist surrerider to a more w-ií.versalí-stic socia.lpolicy
01'~eRtatlOR 17e eKplaiTl.ed~
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Table 1: Welfare-State Clientele 1975-1990
(x 1000 benefits years)

Percentile Share
of growth between

1975 1980 1985 1990 75~80 80~85 85~90 75~90

Old Age~ 1321 1448 1952 2143 29.7 50.0 81.3 49.2
Slckness 280 306 257 330 6.1 -4.9 31.1 3.0
Disablement 310 608 698 766 69.8 8.9 28.9 27.3
Uncmployment 197 240 659 549 10.1 41.6 -46.8 21.1
Soc1a1 Assistance2 229 162 206 219 -15.7 4.4 5.5 -0.6

Total 2337 2764 3772 4007

' Inclusive widows' and orphans' benefíts.
' Exclusive the unemployment assistance regulatfons.

Soumes Mínf.sterle van SoclaleZaken en Werkgelegenhefd. Notn soriale zela?r}ieicl 1991,
The Hague, 1990, p. 47.

The post 1975 evolution of the Dutch welfare state encompassed a basic contradiction.
Being a reactiue transferstate that did not possess powerful institutions and established
policy practices to intervene in more structural parameters in order to guarantee more
or less balanced socio-economic and labour-market relations, the Dutch welfare state was
in the long run unable to counter an explosive growth of the welfare-state clientele. In
absolute terrns the clientele oí the Dutch welfare state grew by more than 60 per cent in
only fifteen years. Demographic changes, as can be seen from the relative contribution
to the pension schemes (see Table 3), took account ofabout half the growth ofthe welfare-
state clientele between 1970 and 1985. The evolution of sickness and social assistance
benefits oniy contrtbuted to a relatively insignificant, and even negative part of that
evolution. The major social components were disablement and unemployment. For the
entire period they determined respectively 27,3 and 21.1 per cent of the volume growth.
Looking at the distlnct periods, a more differentiated pattern emerges. In the first period,
1975-1980, disablement generated 69.8 per cent of the growth, and unemployment only
10.1 per cent. These figures indicate a more or less unofficial purpose of the Dutch disable-
ment schemes, being hidden unemployment schemes in times of reconstruction of the
Dutch economy in the 1970s. Many older workers ofdisappearing industries were gradually
discharged through the disablement scheme with its long-term (up to the age of 65 years
old) íncome-related benefits. Between 1980 and 1985 the roles of the disablement and
the unemployment schemes were tumed around. In these years unemployment constituted
a maj or cause for welfare-state clientele growth (41.6 per cent), whffe disablement accounted
for only 8.9 per cent. After 1985 the relations changed dramatically. The number of unem-
ployment beneficiaries declined, while sicknessjoined disablement as a major component
ofvolume growth. More geneially, this strong increase in the welfare-state clientele changed
the relation between the worktng population and the welfare-state clientele quite fundamen-
tally. In 1970 100 employed persons faced 46 welfare-state beneficiaries, ofwhich 16 were
younger and 30 elder than 65 years. In 1980 these relations were 100-68 (32~36), and
in 1990 100-85 (43~42).'o Linked with decreasing, and for some years even negative econo-
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mic growth, this changing relationship between the working population and the welfare-state
clientele put financial, as well as political pressures on the fundaments ofthe Dutch welfare
state as a re~actiue trartsferstate. Succeeding governments were forced to find a sufficient
financial and polltical basis for welfare-state activities and transfers. In trying to find a
certain balance between maintenance ofcore institutions, programmes and arrangements,
general patterns were reconsidered and reconstructed.

The combination ofan'unemployment' (exclusivist) labour-market record, a growing
contradiction between the basic character as a reactiue transferstate, and the inability
to control the volume of the welfare-state clientele, and the succession of a'crisis-statement'
(the 196-operabte in 1976) followed by first significant cuts (Bestek '81 in 1978), a'recon-
struction-statement' (Herziening ua,n. het stelsel uan sociale zekerheid in 1983), and two
rounds of actual reconstruction measures constitutes the basis for a characterization of
the Dutch welfare state as a so,fl welfare state." This setting brings on a second major
question concerning the evolution of post-war Dutch social politics: what are the more
fundamental reasoresfor the emergertcae oJsofl welfare-stale oaitnurs wilfiin die Du.tch welfare
state since the mid 1970s?

In order to answer these two questions more structural social and political aspects of post-
war Dutch social politics and the welfare state are anaiy7.ed along three specific periods,
the period ofthe post-war settlements (1945-1952), the period of'take-ofi' and 'expansion'
(1952-1975), and the period 'consolidaUon' (1976-1982) and 'reconstructjon' (1982-1992).
In the next paragraphs, the post-war evolution of Dutch social politics and the welfare
state is studied from the perspective of existing, encountering and dominant societal
projects, and especially the ideas on the relationship between state and society. For the
first period, that of the post-war settlements, the analysis mairily concentrates on the
debates on societal ordering between the confessional political parties, with the Kattwlieke
VoUcspartij (KVP; Catholic People's Party) in a dominant position, and the Social Democrats.
In this context the arguments within the various governments, and the debates between
governments and the Parliament take a central position. For the second period, of'take-oiT
and 'expansion' (1952-1975), the anaiysis is additionally more specifically focussed on
the role ofconfessional ideology and politics as explaining variables. It seems at first glance
quite contradictory, but between 1952 and 1975 social politics laid the foundations for
both the explosive evolution of the Dutch welfare state, and at the same time the structural
problems which have arisen since the mid 1970s. Actually, these two faces of the Dutch
welfare state have one and the same breeding soil, confessional societal and political hegem-
ony. Finaliy, for the third period, the period of 'consolidation' and 'reconstruction' (1976-
1990), the analysis is centred on the more general evolution ofsocietal and political power
relations, duríng which confessional social and political organizations, although their
position was contested more strongly than ever before, continued to set out the principal
lines of action.

4. A 8trengthening of Confessional Hegemony under a Roman-Red Banner
(~s4s-isaZ)

The flrst post-war cabinet, the confessional~social democratic Schermerhorn-Drees Govern-
ment (1945-1946) gave priority to economic and social reconstruction. The government
was inspired by a strong orlentation on societal ordering, and the organization of production
and distr-ibution. In order to acquire a high level of centralizatiion the goverrunent developed
the idea ofa general socía]-economic plan, the so-called Nafl~orwn[ Weluaartsplan (National
Welfare Plan). On 25 March 1946 this plan was presented to the Parliament. In its explana-
tory statement the government held that state intervention had increased during the last
five decades. It was now time to answer the question regarding the extent in which the
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state as a matter of principle had to intervene in economic and social life. Should massive
intervention be a transient situation, from which the state had to retreat once society and
economy had recovered from the hardships ofthe crisis and World War II? Or was a perma-
nent leading role for the state to be favoured? The government chose for this second option.
A state that only restricted itself to some measures of social protection would in the long
run expose its population to huge social insecurity and industrial life to a continuous dis-
rupUon ofeconomical relations. In that conte.xt a conscious combinatlon ofeconomic forces
and integration within a general national plan were required.12

Table 2: Party Composition of Dutch Governments

Govrmment Composltion Duratlon

Schermerhorn-Drees
Beel
Drees-Van Schaik
Drees II
Drees Il1
Drees N
Beel
De guay
Marijnen
Cals
zljtstra
De Jong
Bicsheuvel
Den Uyl
Van Agt I
Van Agt II
Van Agt [II
Lubbers I
Lubbers II
Lubbers III

KVP-PvdA-CHU-VVD 1945-1946
KVP-PvdA 1946-1948

KVP-PvdA-CHU-VVD 1948-1951
KVP-PvdA-C HU-WD 1951-1952
KVP-PvdA-CHU-ARP 1952-1956
KVP-PvdA-CHU-ARP 1956-1958

KVP-CHU-ARP 1958-1959
KVP-CHU-ARP-VVD 1959-1963
KVP-CHU-ARP-WD 1963-1965

KVP-PvdA-ARP 1965-1966
KVP-ARP 1966-1 ss7

I{VP-CHU-ARP-VVD 1967-1971
KVP-CHU-ARP-WD-DS'70 1971-1973
PvdA-KVP-ARP-PPR-D'66 1973-1977

CDA-VVD 1977-1981
CDA-PvdA-D'66 1981-1982

CDA-D'66 1982
CDA-VVD 1982-1986
CDA-WD 1986-1989
CDA-PvdA 1989-

The response ofthe polltical parties in Parliament was predictable. The christian parties.
the Anti-Revolutionary Party and the Christelyk Historische Unie (CHU; ChrisUan Historical
Union), and the conservative liberal Party voor Vri~heid en Democratie (WD; Pariy for Free-
dom and Democracy), declared themselves to be against the ideas ofthe government. The
Social Democrats, the Party ua.n de Arbeici (PvdA; Labour Party) argued that in all phases
ofthe economic cycle central government control was required. In that context they warrrily
welcomed the idea ofthe Nationaal Weiuaartsplart They regarded the plan, combined with
the introduction ofpubliekrechteli~ke bedryfsorgarusafies (public industrial organizations)
as the core of a geleide economie ('controlled economy').13

For the final outcome of the debate, the position of the other major coalition partner,
and since the war dominant confessional actor, the catholic KVP, was crucial. Immediately
after World War II the Catholics chose for a coalition with the Social Democrats. The arrival
of a rooms-rode (roman-red) coalition was the result of their disappointment about and
at the same time reaction on the pre-war policy lines of the Colijn governments, and their
concern about a possible radicalization of non-christian workers. This strategic option
was related to more substantial views and ideas on the role of the state in ordering
society.14 In controlling economic and social life the state had to accompllsh an active
role, that was partly indefeasible ( its primary tasks), and partly restricted, dependent upon
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the activities of socia] actors, such as employers' organizat~ons and trade unions (its
subsidiary tasks). Ideally, with the exception ofgeneral supervision by the state, economic
and social afíairs had to be in the hands of economic and social organizations and
associations. However, the specific balance ofthe primary and subsidiary tasks ofthe state
was highiy dependent on the real existing relations and circumstances. From that perspec-
tive, the Catholics pleaded immediateiy after the war, as did the Social Democrats, although
from a quite different theoretical position, for a'controlled economy'. The KVP held that
during a period of recavery and reconstruction the state had to intervene actively in
economic and social life in order the take care of the common good. In that context the
Catholics accepted with conviction central planning of the economy, the focus upon a
Natinriaal Weluaartsplan, and centrally controlled wage- and price policies. However, these
activities were prirnarily regarded as temporary subsidiary tasks which had to be transferred
to economic and social organizations and associations as soon as the process of recovery
and reconstruction would allow.

This position surfaced during the parliamentary debates on the Nationaal Weluaarfs-
pla.n. The KVP argued in favour of a radical transformation ofthe individualistic-capitalist
relations of before World War II. However, following the arguments of the opposition, the
catholic parliamentary fraction disagreed wtth the principal argumentation ofthe govern-
ment. In their view the cabinet's option for a permanent leading role of the state in the
ordering of the economy and society indicated a trend towards 'state-socialism', which
was incompatible with the principle of subsidiarity.15 Anticipating approaching elections
the government decided not to send in their statement of response.

1fie elections of 17 May 1946 made the KVP the largest pariy in Parllament, and laid
the fundaments for the catholic~social democratic Beel Government (1946-1948). In its
government policy statement the cabinet chose for a more distant position on the issue
of state intervention in economic and social life. The increased level of state intervention
had to be gradually replaced by self-activity of individuals, groups of individuals, social
organizations and associations. State responsibility should be concentrated on guaranteeing
the common good, and, where needed, a general planning task. It became evident that
the Catholics, in contrast with the Schermerhorn-Drees Government, had taken over com-
mand. During the debates in Parliament the cabinet followed a solidaristic line of argumen-
tation in social matters, but at the same time, without mentioning it explicitly, emphasized
the principle ofsubsidiarity. In that context the Natinnaal Weluaart.splan, suitably renamed
CenlraalF.cbrwmischP[an.(Central Economic Plan), took on a completely different meaning.
It was presented as a amalgamation of estimates and guidelines in order to provide some
orientation for plans and activiUes ofindividuals, groups of individuals, social organizations
and associations. In the parliamentary debates, this position was defended by the KVP,
CHU, and WD. The ARP, still following the pre-war Colijn-position, opposed any form of
state intervention. The Social Democrats argued that the line of a controlled economy in
combination with the introduction of public industrial organizations had to be continued.
They expressed themselves to be heavily disappointed with the government's line of
argumentation and its concrete proposals. The PvdA concluded that the CeniraalEcaorwmisch
Pian was no more than a optional prognose for the future. In social democratic under-
standing a central production plan was not simply voluntary, but had to formulate strict
tasks for industrial branches and firms.'s

In June 1948 the government sent its Wet op de Publiekrechtetyke Bedri~jsorganisatie
(Public Industrial Organization Act), of which the introduction of a Centraal Economisch
Plan was a component, to Parliament. However, as a result of an intended modification
of the Constitution, new elections were held in June 1948.

These elections did not particularly strengthen the position ofthe centre-right ofpolitics,
but they weakened the position ofthe Social Democrats, who lost two seats in Parliament.
During the formation ofa new government the Social Democrats opted for a continuation
ofthe confessional (catholic)~social democratic coaliUon. ~is would, so they argued, pmvide
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an optimal basis for progressive policy lines. The Catholics, however, used their centre
position in order to translate the weakened parliamentary position of the Social Democrats
into a minority position within the government coaliUon. KVP-leader Romme pleaded for
a'broader base' for the new government, since he envisaged prominent challenges for a
future cabinet, in terms of a grote maatschappelijke reconstrv.ctie (great societal recon-
struction). His real intention, however, was to deprive the Social Democrats of any real
chance to implement their programme of centrally controlled economy and active state
intervention in economic and social life. The Drees-Van Schaik Government (1948-1951) ,
taking office in July 1948, was beside Cathollcs and Social Democrats also based on the
chrLstian CHU and the conservaUve liberal VVD.

In its government policy statement the Drees-Van Schaik Government announced
a continuation of the general policy lines of the Beel Government. The cabinet choose for
a further recurrence to 'normal' relations of competition, and a subsequent restriction of
state intervention in economic and social life. This intention was materialized along two
major socio-economic Lssues. First that was the treatment ofthe Public Industrial Organiza-
tion Act. The government proposed a structure in which responsibility was given to the
'associations of the industrial partners', that is to say to employers and workers. In that
context gem,eenschapsverantwoorde[ijkheid (social responsibility), or state responsibility,
had to be combined with ze~rantwoorde[i~kheid (self-responsibility), or responsibility
of employers and workers. Which specific combination would be most productive had to
depend on circumstances of time and place."This option revealed a predominantly con-
fessional, and especially catholic conception of societal ordering, based on the principle
ofsubsidiarity. More concretely, industrial and commodity boards were to be established,
in which employers and workers, under some minor form ofpublic supervision, preserved
the interests of their industrial branch.

The parliamentary debates on the Publlc Industríal Organisation Act showed that
the Social Democrats became more and more isolated with their pleas for a controlled
economy and active state intervention. Contrary to the PvdA, the KVP declared to agree
completely with the intentions and proposals of the government. In their view industrial
organization was as a consequence of the principle of subsidiarity, a responsibillty of the
industrial partners, employers and workers. The state should be given as much influence
as necessary toguazantee the common good. The Anti-Revolutionaries strongly contested
the government plans. They azgued that the principle of subsidiarity gave the state more
room for intervention, and a stronger supervision task than was required on the basis
of the principle of sovereignty in its own circle. The state should simply create conditions
for an autonomous organization of industrial life, and prevent disharmony and damage
to the common good. The conservaUve liberal VVD emphasized the individual responsíbility
of individuaLs and firms. Industrial organizations had to be an organization of economic
and social actors, and not of the state.18

The second issue concerned industrialiT.ation-policy lines. In its Nota inzake de
ind.ustrlalisatievan Nederlan.d (Memorandum on the industrialization of the Netherlands)
the government concluded that the Dutch economy - according to the wishes of the
majority of the Dutch people - was based on free enterprise production. This reality led
to the fundamenta] point of departure of the message: the required industrialization had
to be the result of prtvate economic decisions. This basic assumption was accepted by
the confessional parties and the conservative liberal VVD. The Social Democrats rejected
it, and azgued that the profit motlve of prtvate entrepreneurs constituted a poor crlterium
for sound industrialization. Private produCtion learned that enlargement of the room to
manceuvre for employers contaminated the 'social climate'. They asked for a more strictly
and centrally controlled process of industrialization. Once again, the Social Democrats
found themselves in a cleaz minorlty position, only supported by the Communists.19

The Drees II Government (1951-1952), which succeeded the Drees-Van Schaik Gavern-
ment in Mazch 1951 after a reconstruction of the cabinet, was based on the same four
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party-coalition. As a result of the Korean War a new socio-economic themes reached the
polltical agenda, spending restriction, and wage and price control. The major question
was how this spending restriction and control had to be implemented: through the direct
intervention of the state, or on the basis of a rather global approach, and partly indirect
measures. The Social Democrats argued for a general price freeze. This freeze had to be
the onset offurther price controlling activities, more speciilcally price-settlements for goods
that were closely related with the costs of living. More generally, the PvdA pleaded for a
clear link between price-control and investment policies. The government answered through
its Minister ofEconomic AH'airs, the Catholic Van den Brink, that it had chosen for a more
global approach, in which marginal control forbidding the passing on of wage increases
constituted the principal instrument.Zo

6. Subsidiaríty as Paradozical Basis for Welfare-State L~olutíon

The analysis for the second period (1952-1975) is structured along two paths. First the
general development ofsocial and political relations, and the policy evolution which marked
the route of Dutch social polltics towards the emergence of a matured welfare state is
outlined. Secondly, the essential variable of this evoluUon, the role of confessional social
ideology and practise, is studied more carefully against the broader economic, social and
political background of the 1950s and 1960s.

5.1. Fl-om catholic~socia[ democratic accordance to poiifi.ca[ polarization

The elections of 25 June 1952 were successful for the Social Democrats. They not only
gained three parliamentary seats, but with 30 seats they also became the major pariy in
Parliament. The social democratic leader Drees formed its third cabinet on a confessional
(KVP, CHU, and for the first time also the ARP) ~social democratiic basis. Since unemploy-
ment increased relatively quickly in 1952, the government preferred to give priority to active
labour-market policies. The Social Democrats argued for a continuation ofindustrtaliz,ation
policies, publlc participation in industrial investment plans, publlc expenditure growth,
and the introduction of a general employment plan. Although, during the debates on the
1953 Budget the Drees III Government (1952-1956) initially supported the line ofthe Social
Democrats, the Queen's speeches of 1953 and 1954 turned to confessional reasoning.
On the basis ofan apparent recovery ofthe economic situation since 1953, the government
argued for an imprwement in the labour-market situation through a general strengthening
of industry, mainly through tax-reductions. Only at the suppiy-side ofthe labour market
did public intervenUon in the form of the centraa[geleideloonpolitiek (centrally controlled
wage policy) continue, although the first demands for more di8erentiated wage-policies
became stronger.21 Ttvo more specific, although major events characterized the years
of the Drees III Government. Firstly, the defeat of the KVP and the fact that the PvdA became
the largest party during the 1952 elections, caused strong anxiety in the catholic camp.
This led to a more distant position being taken with respect to social democratic politics
and more specifically, in 1954, to the publication of the episcopal charge De katholiek in
het openba.re [even uan deze t~d (The Catholic in present day public life). In this so-called
Mandement the episcopacy pleaded for a stronger impact ofcatholic organizations in order
to guarantee the Christian character ofpublic life. Membership of a series ofliberal, huma-
nistic, soeialist or communist organizations was strongly discouraged or even forbidden.
This move of the catholic establishment certainly prepared the ground for the later drifting
apart ofconfessional political parties and the Social Democrats. Secondly, under the Drees
III Government the first national insurance scheme, the General Old Age Pensions Act,
was enacted in May 1956. This enactment was based on advice from the Sociaal-Economi-
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sche Ra,aci (Social-Economic Council) of 1954, which proposed the introduction of an index-
linked old age pension based on compulsory insurance for all inhabitants, regardless of
their naUonality and the source or level of their income.

During the campaign for the 1956 elections a severe confrontation was fought out
between the KVP and the PvdA. Before the elections the party executive of the KVP had
decided to vocalize their own role in social politics and the construction ofthe Dutch welfare
state more powerfully. Catholics feazed that Social Democrats, and especially their leader
Drees, would take to much credit for the new social legislation, especially the introduction
of the old age pension scheme. They launched their campaign under the banner Voor
ChrLstendom, uríjheid en we(uaart (For Christianity, freedom and welfaze).22 Although
both partles, KVP and PvdA, won in the 1956 elections, the latter days of the brede-basis-
politiek ('politics on a broad basis') under roman-red coalitions had arrived. The Drees IV
Gavernment (1956-1958) continued on the same coalition basis as the Drees III Goverrunent.
However, the pazliamentary parties of KVP and ARP declared that they did not want to
support the new goverrunent in advance. The Socíal Democrats asserted that they accepted
in prínciple a pazliamentary relation with the cabinet, but would refuse this if the other
partners refrained from accepting such a relation. As a consequence, the Drees IV govern-
ment became an'extra-parliamentary' government.Z3 In its government policy statement
property accumulation and wage formaUon took a central position. A plea was made for
wage differentiation and wage restríction. A worsening of the economic situation forced
the Social Democrats to accept the Nota. inzake beperking uan bestediru,~en (Memorandum
on the restricUon of public outlays) which announced a cutdown of public outlays in
Februazy 1957. The relaUons between the confessional parties and the PvdA became
increasingly obscured. In Pazliament the conservatlve~moderate wing, including the confes-
sional parties, handed in whole series of motions and amendements, which provoked an
equal amount of declarations of unacceptabillty from the side ofmainly social democratic
ministers. TY~e central theme of discussion were the questions on fiscal restraints of the
public budget. During the provincial elections of 1958 the Social Democrats were clearly
defeated, while the KVP and the conservative liberalWD made progress. The Social Demo-
crats understood their defeat to be an undeserved outcome of the restricUve government
pollcies, from which the confessional parties distanted themselves again and again. In
December 1958, when public flscal possibilities were again thwarted by a motion, supported
by the catholic pazliamentary party, the Social Democrats left the goverrunent. The transitory
Beel Government (1958-1959) meant the definite end ofthe 'politics on a broad basis' under
confessional~social democraUc banner.Z4

In the elections of 12 Mazch 1959 the KVP consolidated its parliamentary positíon.
The Social Democrats lost one seat, while the conservative liberal WD gained 6 seats.
A confessional~liberal government, the De guay Govemment (1959-1963), came into office.
In its gwemment policy statement Prime Minister De Quay looked back on the era ofroman-
red coalition governments, and declared that a'poliUcs on a broad basis' was only possible
with sufïicient agreement regarding the role of the state uis-à-vis society. Economic and
social relations, which required state control and intervention in the first years after the
war, had changed to such an extent that a reorientation of the relationship between state
and society had become necessary. During this process differences surfaced which had
remained hidden during the first post-war years. Where Social Democrats continued to
emphasize an articulated role of the state in organizing society, the government under
his command wished to underline that respect and furtherance of personal freedom and
responsibillty, under the recognition of thé specific responsibility of social, private and
public institutions, constituted an essential aspect of a sound relationship between state
and society. The De Quay Government opted for'less state and more individual responsi-
bility'. More concretely, the cabinet followed, supported by employers' organizations and
confessional trade unions, and at the same time contested by the PvdA and the socia] demo-
cratic trade union, the road of liberalization of the centrally controlled wage policy and
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existing price control. Despite its more reserved position regarding the role of the state
the De Quay Government initiated several important social security laws, such as the
A(gemene Kinder'bi~slagwet (General FamiiyAllowancesA,ct) and the Algemene Bi~sta.ru~swet
(General Social Assistance Act). The introductton of the General Social Assistance Act was
an important step towards a further institutionalization of social welfare. This scheme
ended existing poor relief practise, mainly based on charitative principles.25

In the elections of May 1963 the PvdA and WD lost flve and three seats respectively,
while the confessional parties consolidated their position. The KVP even won one seat.
The confessional~liberal coalition was continued under the Marijnen Government (1963-
1965). As major priorities the cabinet formulated a level ofpublic expenditure growth that
stayed behind the incr~ease in real national income, and a decrease in taxes. High economic
growth would render sufficient space to maintain and even improve collective provisions.
More concretely, the Marijnen Government enacted and prepared several social insurance
and welfare provisions that remained in principle within the formulated financial setting,
but actually, certainly considered from a longer retrospective, went far beyond conceived
boundaries: a social minimum level for old age and survivors' pensions, an index-linked
earnings-related disablement insur~ance scheme, the Wet op de Arbe~dsongeschiktheid-
suerzekerLig (Disablement Insurance Act), introduced in 1966, that provided benefits up
until the age of 65 years, two new unemployment schemes, and an indexatiion of the family
allowances.

The downfall ofthe Marijnen Government early in 1965 on a broadcasting issue, led
to the forn~ation ofthe confessional~social democratic Cals Government (1965-1966). The
re-entrance of the Social Democrats in a roman-red coalition was illustrated by the plans
ofthe new government. The cabinet formulated as its major goal the improvement ofpubllc
intervention and welfare provisions, based on a stimulation of economic growth. The social
democratic MinisterofEconomic Affairs, Den Uyl in particular held that enduring economic
growth required a more structural approach to industrial development. The government
announced the preparation of a long-term economic policy plan. The De guay and the
Marijnen Governments attempted to hold public expenditure growth behind the evoluUon
ofnational income, or at least to prevent the growth from increasing beyond that evolution.
Although the Cals Government chose to follow in principle the same policy llne, it realized
and even expres.sed publicly that a too strtct inteipretation ofthis policy line would firustrate
long-tetzn economic and social progress. In its budget plans the Cals Government expllcitly
accepted that the increase in publíc expenditure would temporarily exceed national income
growth in order to take the required action in the field ofpublic housing, education, public
health and social security. This policy line was not without concrete consequences. The
increase in public expenditure clearly surpassed national income growth, while a further
increase in public expenditure was announced in the 1967 Budget Plan. Discussing the
1967 Budget the conservative liberal, as well as the confessional parties strongly criticized
proposed public expenditure increases. The KVP agreed with the cabinet that some major
social problems had to be resolved, but argued at the same time that this had to be realized
step by step along a path set with clear priorities and financial backing. In the view of the
KVP the Cals Government wanted too much too fast. Against this background KVP
parliamentary leader Schmelzer handed in the following motion: 'The Chamber, heard
the General Political and Financial Discussions on the 1967 Budget, judging that in the
intended financial and economic pollcy plans more guarantees have to included for a
balanced growth and against further inilation and unemployment, pronounces as its
conviction, that also with a view on the possibilities for 1968 besides an improvement of
the financial backing for 1967 measures have to be taken in order to prevent additional
expenditure increase for 1968, requests the government to present proposals in that
direction, and precedes to the order ofthe day." The Cals Government perceived the accept-
ance ofthis motion as a vote ofno-confidence and resigned. The so-called Nacht uczn Schmei-
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zer (Night of Schmelzer) was a fact, and frustrated the relaUons between the confessional
parties and the PvdA for yeazs.2ó

The elections in February 1967 following the resignation of the Cals Government,
resulted in considerable electoral losses for the Catholics as well as for the Social Democrats.
The tradition of confessional~liberal coalitions continued under the De Jong Government
(1967-1971). Despite eazlier objections confessional politicians within the government and
the Parliament seemed willing to render a higher priority to the evolution of the public
sector than under the former coalition with the Socíal Democrats. In its government policy
statement of 17 April 1967 the De Jong Government opted for a consolidation, and concern-
ing some special branches for a further advancement ofwelfare-state programmes. In 1967
the fourth national insurance scheme, the Aigemene Wet By2ondere Ztektekosten (General
~cceptional Medical ~cpenses Act), actually a product ofthe Cals Government was enacted.
Furthermore, the Wet MinírnwNoonen M toeslrzg (Minimum Wage and Mini-
mum HolidayAllowance Act) was introduced in 1968, the old age and survivors' pensions
were increased, and the unemployment assistance benefits became linked to the minimum
wage in 1970.

These fouryears of confessional~liberal gavernment did not benefit for the confessional
parties. On the contrary, in the elecUons of 28 April 1971 the KVP lost seven seats, and
ended on 35 seats; the CHU decreased from twelve to ten, and the ARP from fifteen to
thirteen seats. The progressive parties, the PvdA, the progressive liberal D~ernokraten '66
(D'66; Democrats '66) and the Politieke Part~Radikalen (PPR; Radical Political Party) won
eight seats, while the newcomer Democratisch SociaListen'70 (DS'70; Democratic Socialist
'70), a right-wing break-away of the PvdA also gained eight seats. The progressive parties
refused any form of coalition with the confessional parties. Although the confessional parUes
were strongiy divided on the quesUon whether the tradiUon of confessional~liberal coalitions
had to be continued, they had no alternattve. The Anti-Revolutionary leader Biesheuvel
formed a coalition government with the three confessional parties, the conservative liberal
WD, and the new party DS'70. In its government policy statement the Biesheuvel
Government declared that not all social welfare can be demanded from the state. Citizens
had to take their own initiatfve and had to take their own responsibllity. The more since
a cleaz imbalance had surfaced between the wishes of citizens on the one hand, and the
financial capabilities ofthe state on the other. Enduring high public overspending brought
a serious reconsideration of state tasks to the top of the polltical agenda. Government and
opposition became strongly engaged in controversies on the question how to resolve not
only the tension between wishes and capabilities, but also growing inílation, and a tensed
labour mazket ín Western Netherlands combined with increasing unemployment in other
parts of the country. In general, the coaliUon parties acknowledged that the state had gained
a more important role in socio-economic life than ever before. Nevertheless, responsibility
for sound economic and social relations was a joint responsibility of the state, social
organizations, employers' organizations and trade unions, and individual citizens. In that
context they attempted to organize a CeniraalAkkoord (Central Agreement) with employers'
organizations and trade unions, while at the same time they emphasized the profytbeginsel,
the principle of consumer paid services, in order to relieve the financial burdens of the
state as well as to stimulate the individual responsibility of citizens and their organizations.
The progressive pazties clearly pleaded against the principle of consumer paid services
and underscored a more active and interventionist role of the state.27

It is with the Biesheuvel Government that the second period ofthe post-war evolution
of Dutch social politics and the welfare stàte ended. Social and political relations were
more tensed and polari~.ed than ever before. Hazdly any convergence seemed to exist with
respect to ideas on societal ordering, the role of the state, the balance of responsibilities
between state and society, and the future of social politics and the welfare state. These
circumstances form the basis for the analysis of the third pertod of Dutch social politics
and the welfaze state, the period of 'consolidation' and 'reconstruction' (1975-1990).
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5.2. Uníuersc~f.ism and weijare-state expan.sion under the banner of subsidiarity

Although post-war confessional hegemony can explain the principal direction of social
politics and the welfare state along the principle of subsidiarity, the specific orientation
on more universalistic policy lines since the late 1950s needs a more precise analysis,
in which a combination of several factors come together.

Such an an.alysis can not be undertaken without mentioning one major contextual
variable. Obviously the explosive post-war economic growth rates played a crucial role
in creating a general political climate that provided social politics with sufficient room to
manceuvre in a consensual environment. Zhis ambience surfaced more than once in social
and political arguments. In general, during the 1960s relatively high economic growth rates
went hand in hand with high increases in social expenditure. Increases in social expenditure
were higherthan GDP growth. On average, aruiual social expenditure increases suipassed
the average annual economic growth rate by 3.1 percentage points. Already during the
gueen's speech ofSeptember 1960 the governmentj udged that the economic climate was
promising for social politics. Production and employment reached levels higher than ever
before, and allowed for an improvement in wages, working conditions and social benefits.
The Queens' speeches of 1961 and 1962 conflrmed this favourable context. More spedflcally,
during the debates on raising the level of old age pensions according to the General Old
Age Pensions Act Dutch employers' organizations were initially against any increase and
against the use of redistributive general taxation for purposes of social polltics. However,
in a situation where the a8luent economy left ample room for profits as well as for wages
and social securtty, resistance to strong social demands tended to wane rapidly. Certainly,
by occasion employers' organizations expressed their worries about increasing costs, but
in general their representatives in the Sociaa.t-Econornische Raad supported the expansion
of social politics and the welfaze state during the 1960s. At times, they even expressed
their explicit support for the extention ofsocial irisurance, for social reasons and for reasons
of countercyclical economic policies.28

Within this general favourable context confessional social ideology and practise
developed. Changes ofopinion within the three confessional partieswhich had been taken
place since the 1950s, constitute a first aspect. Immediately after the war the KVP took
the lead in that process. Reconstructing economy and society the Catholics clearly accepted
a stronger role ofthe state vis à vis society. They supported the more interventionist policy
lines of the post-war governments, although they never became tired of underlining the
pragmatic character oftheir position. The post-wazARP needed some years to recover from
their Colijn legacy. They perceived the policy options ofthe post-war catholic~social demo-
cratic governments with great scepticism, and critícized the catholic principle of subsidiarity
to undernzine the individual responsibility ofcitizens in bringing about a too close relaUon-
ship between state and sodety. More concretely the ARP opposed the prindple of a controlled
economy and pleaded for restriction of state intervention and limits to the public sector.
Although the CHU also chose to adopt a reasonabiy reserved attitude towards state interven-
tion and a deepening of the relationship between state and society, they preferred a more
fle~ble position in political practise, andjoined the Catholics in several post-waz govern-
ments in their so-called 'coalltions on a broad basis' with the Social Democrats. From the
mid 1950s onwards the ideas and views of the three confessional parties began to find
more cosunon ground. After compleUon of the reconstnidion phase the Catholics relativized
their position towards state intervention in.èconomic and employment matters. It was time
to return to the primacy ofmarket relations and associative responsibility. In that context,
however, state tasks remained important in the field of social insurance, social provisions,
education and health care. During the late 1950s and eariy 1960s the Anti-RevoluUonaries
and the Chistian Historians adopted a more favourable attitude towards the welfaze state,
and caught up with catholic opinions on social politics. The ARP even evolved from a
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strongly critical position just after the war, to a quite posittve attitude in the late 1960s
and early 1970s. In its Programma uan uctie 1971-1975 (A~ction Programme 1971-1975)
the ARP pleaded for social-economic policy lines aimed at: balanced economic growth, regu-
lation ofthe business cycle, full employment, reduction ofincome and property dil3erences,
a fight against inflatlon, and the completion ofsocial security arrangements. More concrete-
ly, the three confessional parties clearly opted for a further expansion and completion of
the Dutch welfare state. They were as constructive in the building ofmature socia] securtty,
education, health and housing provisions as they were critical to direct intervention in
the economy and the labour market. In their electoral programme of 1952 the confessional
parties de~oanded an old age provision that would not only cover employees, but also the
self-employed and farmers. Through the strong support of the confessional trade unions,
the KathdiekeArbeidersbond (KAB; Catholic Workers Union) and the Christeli~k Nationaa!
Vcilcuerbond (CNV; Christian National TYade Union) in the 1954 recommendation of the
Sociaal-Eo~rnmische Raad to introduce a general old age insurance scheme, the confessional
part~es supported the introduction ofthe first uoUcsuerzekertng (national insurance scheme),
the General Old Age Pensions Act in 1957. From 1956, until the early 1970s, the program-
mes of KVP, and to a growing extent of the ARP expressed their concrete support for a
strong expansion of social security programmes, arrangements and institutions. The CHU,
dominated by its more conservative wing, took a more reluctant position. In general terms
the confessional parties, in line with the Social Democrats, opted between 1959 and the
early 1970s for: increases in old age and survivors' pensions, introduction of a minimum
wage, ra.ising social security and social assistance benefits, introduction of new schemes
for disablement, unemployment, and a general social assistance pmvision. In their common
electoral Gemeenscha~pel.i~k Un~entie Prograrrirnnof 1971 (Common Programme of Urgency)
the confessional parties made a plea for the further enhancement ofthe old age and survi-
vors' pensions up to the net minimum wage, an extension of the disablement insurance
scheme for employees to a general insurance scheme, the inclusion of elderly and self-em-
ployed persons in the medical expenses insurance scheme, and in general a more equal
distribution of income.29 Although the confessional parties, supported by their socia]
organizations, employers' organisations as well as trade unions, remained relatively unwll-
ling to render the state a more central position in ordering economy and society, in the
field ofwelfare activities they clearly choose for a more universalistic posiUon. Where they
refrained from economic control, and straightforward interventions in the labour market,
wage policies excluded, they opted for an apparent broadening of the risks to be insured,
and an expansion of the number and kind of citizens to be covered, and demanded the
introduction of a minimum wage and the enhancement of social security benefits, up to
the level of the minimum wage.

A second aspect constiitutes the interaction ofthree strongly interrelated components:
a growing orientation of the confessional trade unions towards their common interests
with the social democratic trade union; a relative strengthening of the more progressive
wings within the confessional parties, especially the KVP and the ARP; and finally, growing
unsteadiness within confessiona] ranks, combined with a unmistakable weakening oftheir
hegemony since the late 1960s. Since the end of the war the power and influence of the
trade unions grew due to the solid economic growth and the airtval oftensed labour-market
relations. In that conte~ the relations between confessional trade unions, the catholic
KAB and the protestant christian CNV, and the social democratic trade union, the Ned.er-
lands Verborui uan Vcilcuerenigingen (NW; Dutch TYade Union As,sociaUon) became closer.
Despite the shock ofthe episcopal Mandement of 1954 contacts between the unions intensi-
fied, and concerted positions were increasingly taken, not only in discussions on working
conditions and wage-policies, but also in welfare-state issues. In this context ofgrowing
trade union power and concertation, the confessional politicians, especially those on the
more labour-oriented wings, became increasingly involved with priorities and demands
of the confessional workers. The emergence ofa more pronounced trade-union connection
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within confessional politics not only led to a more open mind for universalistic social policy
options, but induced at the same time a relative strengthening of progressive elements
within the confessional parties. The confessional trade unions had already advocated the
introduction ofthe first national insurances for old aged and survivors in the 1950s. That
trend continued and even intensified in the 1960s. In 1959, after the break of the 'pollUcs
on a broad basis' ofthe confessional parties and the Social Democrats, when the confessio-
nal~liberal De Quay Goverrunent took office, a group ofcritical Anti-Revolutionaries, with
roots in the CNV, Van Eibergen, De Gaay Fortman, Hazenbosch, Van Nierop, Roolvink
and Ruppert. crlticized the participation of two Anti-Revolutionaries as members of the
cabinet In an address to the party executive they formulated their anxiety for the anU-revolu-
tionary participation in agovernment that, in their opinion, held a too one-sided signature,
a cabinet for entrepreneurs, and rendered insufficient guaranties for christian social policy
options.~ Several years later, during the forniation ofa new government after the elections
of 1963 the catholic flrst candidate and former Social Minister. Veldkamp, obtained strong
KAB support for its pleafor a coalition with the Social Democrats. Although other prominent
catholic politicians, Cals, Bogaerts, Klompé and Van Doorn, followed Veldkamp in his
attempts to restore the tradition ofthe roman-red coalitions, conservative~moderate forces
within the confessional parties succeeded in forming a coníessional~liberal cabinet, the
Marijnen Government. But even in the formation and later policy activities of this govern-
ment, the trade-union connection ofprogressive confessional politicians remained. Veld-
kamp, asked to accept the post of Social Minister, formulated clear social policy demands,
fully and openly supported by the confessional trade unions: enhancement of the old age
and survivors' pensions up to the net minimum wage, higller farnily allowances, introduction
of a disablement insurance scheme, and a national insurance scheme for excepUonal medic-
al expenses. Although he did not get a straightforward commitment, Veldkamp entered
the cabinet on the promise that his demands would be carefully considered.31 The trade
union movement continued their support for Veldkamp during the period of office of the
Marijnen Government. When the discussion on the enhancement ofold age and survivors'
pensions was held in the cabinet, Veldkamp met strong resistance from liberal cabinet
members and employers' organizations. The KVP leadership advised Veldkamp to renounce
his plans. At this point the chairman ofthe catholic trade union, KAB, threatened a casus
beUi if the government should thwart Veldkamp's plans.32 This warning had its intended
effect, the pensions were enhanced on 1 January 1965. This area of tension between the
conservatfve~moderate wings, mainly oriented towards employers' organizations and organiz-
ations ofthe self-employed, and the progressive labourist' wings remained to play a decisive
role wit.hin confessional politics, and more specifícally confessional social politics. After
the downfall ofthe Marijnen Govemment in 1965, the progressive wings succeeded in form-
ing a new confessional~social democraUc coalition, the Cals Government. The pollcy route
this government chose, was accepted by the conservative~moderate wings only with great
reluctance. They followed the acUons and plans of the government with growing distress.
During the debates on the 1967 Budget the parliamentary leader of the Cathollcs, Schmel-
zer, flred a clear warning shot with his motion demanding stronger financial backing of
the 1967 plans and a plain redressment of the 1968 Budget. The government resigned.
This charge of the conservative~moderate wing within the confessiona] camp, not only
frustrated the relations between Confessionals and Socia] Democrats for years, but also
caused severe repercussions within confessional ranks as such. The unity within the catho-
lic, and to some extent also protestant christian pillar, showed clear fissures. The cathollc
trade union openly declared that they perceíved the government crisis to be irresponsible.
The former chaimnan ofthe KAB, De Bruyn, openly advised, in the social democratic news-
paper Het Vrye Volk, members of the catholic trade union to vote for Social Democrats
in order to support the progranune ofthe Cals Goverrunent, but at the same time to preserve
theirmembership card ofthe KVP. The KAB chairman Mertens even announced his inten-
tion of leaving the KVP. The suggestion was also made to change the PvdA into a broad
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progressive popular party, where catholic trade union members could find a home. Even
from the catholic media strong criticism emerged.33 During all the government formations
that followed until 1973, tensions surfaced between the conservative~moderate and the
more progressive wings, especiallywithin the KVP and the ARP, and only to a lesser degree
within the CHU. Growing unsteadiness invaded the confessional ranks, combined with
an unmistakable weakeníng of their hegemony since the late 1960s. The strengthening
oftrade union power, and the growing integration between the sodal democratic and catholic
trade unions, aiming towards fusion in the 1970s, and the polariTation wlthin the parties
themselves, went hand in hand with other signs of confessional retreat, from its organiza-
tional side often summari7.ed under the notion of ontzuiiirug (de-pIDarization). In 1963 the
three confessional parties lost their parliamentary majority, which they had obtained after
1918. They got 49.2 per cent of the votes. In 1972 they ended up with 31.6 per cent. The
catholic KVP was more strongly hit than the other two parties. Its electoral support declined
dramatically from 31.9 per cent in 1963, to 26.5 per cent ín 1967, 21.9 per cent in 1971,
up to finally 17.7 per cent in 1972. In 1963 85 per cent of Dutch Catholics voted for the
KVP, in 1972 only 38 per cent.~ From an organizational point ofview growing unsteadiness
emerged along two lines. Firstly, the catholic trade union broke offfrom the pillar altogether
and merged with the social democratic union, the NW, in 1976. The protestant christian
union, the CNV, remained. Secondly, the three confessional parties started a path to merger
in the mid 1960s. This not only led to growing tensions within the confessional camp, partly
based on the anxiety within more progressive circles regarding the loss of social christian
values, but also to a setback of the confessional idenUty in politics more generally, and
social politics more specifically. A fiavour of ideological uncertainty ran across confessional
milieus. New social and cultural values invaded society and politics, confusing conservative~
moderate confessional circles for a while. The principles of sovereignty in its own circle
or subsidiarity seemed to have lost their guiding vitality for future options ordering the
relationship between state and society, and state and citizens. Progressiveness seemed
only to be identical to the support of a further growth ofthe public sector and state interven-
tions. So, during the Iate 1960s and early 1970s a period of confessional reorientation
and regrouping set in. The three above mentioned factors had a kind of paradoadcal impact
on social politics. Where a growing orientation of the confessional trade unions towards
their common interests with the social democratic trade union, resulting in and combined
with a relative strengthening of more progressive wings within the confessional parties,
induced a stronger confessional commitment to welfare-state evolution, the growing confes-
sional unsteadiness, combined with a unmistakable weakening of their hegemony since
the late 1960s, did hamper more moderate and conservative confessional circles, supported
by the employers' organi7.ations to reverse the switches towards a more tempered and selecti-
ve welfare-state evolution.

A third aspect refers to some more speciflc characterlstics ofconfessional social ideology
and practise, that encouraged social politics and welfare-state growth during the 1950s
and 1960s.S5 These characteristics certainly did not develop an autonomous dynamic,
but were mediated through the social policy practise of confessional pollticians and repre-
sentatfves of the confessional social organizations. The first characterisUc refers to the
societal ordering aspect of confessional social politics. From its earllest manifestation the
principles of sovereignty in its own circle, subsidiarity and the orgunische maatschappy
(organic society) not oniy gave way to specific corporatist institutional structures along
which major social policy activities became structured, but simultaneously created a broad
institutional terrain for debating, defending, and possibly, expanding social rights. Trade
unions and employers' organizations were drawn into a framework from which all sorts
of social issueswere put on the political agenda. Here the confessional, aswell as the social
democratic trade unions certainiy took the lead, but even employers' organizations developed
a more constructive stance towards the expansion of social politics. The corporatlst setting
influenced social politics along a second path. Corporatist institutions and confessional
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ideology actively discouraged and hindered trade union opUons which became principally
oriented towards wage and industrial militancy. Combined with the pillarized division this
also lirnited the industrial room to manceuvre, outilanking strictly industrial wage policies
as a relatively unattractive option compared to the direct union access to state policy-
mal~ng. Secondly, strictiy economic and classical liberal argumentation in terms of the
negative impact in terms of economic disincentives of social policy activities, especially
social security arrangements, is alien to confessional social thought. Classical confessional
doctrine certainiy stressed the religious and moral duty ofindividuals, and especially family
heads to provide for themselves and their families. But a too strong emphasis on simple
economic reasoning along the line of deliberate social harshness would imply that religious
and moral teaching would become less effective and material interests would be overvalued.
In this context labour-market participation ofwomen was discouraged. The high absence
of women on the Dutch labour market, up until the mid 1970s, partly accounts for the
relatively high level of the minimum wage and social benefits. It made generous benefits
possible and necessary as a means to maintain family income instead of an individual
wage.~ A third expansionary aspect of confessional social ideology and practise is closely
related, the classical confessional conceptlon ofthe rechlvaardig [oon, the just' or'necessary'
wage. From a confessional social policy perspective a minimal level ofsubsistence, through
the existence of a minimum wage, as well as a minimal social benefit level, had to be pre-
served by the state in order to ensure the livelihood of a family even in times of unemploy-
ment, siclmess, invalidity, and old age. Although this position was already taken in during
the late 1920s, in the post-war period it resulted in an incrementalist enhancement of
all social insurance, and later on also social assístance benefits up to the level of the mini-
mum wage, and the indexation ofall minimum wage and benefit levels to the general evolu-
tion of wages and prices. Fourthly, the idea and practise of self-governing administraUon
of social insurance through the private bedri~fsverenigingen(Industrial Insurance Boards),
controlled by employers' and trade union representatives according to the principles of
sovereignty in its own circle or subsidiarity were based on open-ended flnancial principles.
Based on this fact, up until the eariy 1970s hardly any internal mechanism of cost control
and restriction became operative.

Finally, a certain amount of the welfare states own dynamic should be mentioned.
The intmduction of the first naUonal insurances in the late 1950s, of the General Social
Assistance Act and further major social insurance acts in the early 1960s induced an
ongoing process of incrementalist improvements and advancements, which started with
step by step enhancements ofthe old age and survivors' pensions during the 1960s, followed
by analogous activities in other sectors and the introduction of minimum levels and
indexation in the wage and social security building. Where the complexity of the process
ofsocial politics for years after the war contributed to delays in social reform, these mechan-
isms worked the other way around after the mid 1960s, making it politically and socially
eactremely dil~cult to stop public and social expenditure from growing. Although conservaU-
ve~moderate confessional forces, especially from the catholic KVP and the protestant
christian CHU, brought down the confessional~social democratic Cals Government during
the Nacht uart Schrne(zer with a motion calling for a tighter budget late 1966, ensuing
confessional~liberal governments were not able to control a further expansion of public
and social expenditure. It took until the early 1980s before these internal dynamics could
be brought under some kind of control.

6. The Peripeteia of Dutch Social Polltics. The Arrlval of Soft Welfare-
State Contours

From the early 1970s onwards Dutch social politics stumbled into a period of political
and ideological haggling. Although for several years a certain consolidation set in, from
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the early 1980s onwards the fundamental parameters ofwelfare-state evolution emerged
in all their harshness: in times of decreasing, and for some years even negative economic
growth, high unemployment, high disablement and sickness, relatively low labour-market
participation, and an ageing population, the strong growth of the welfare-state clientele
put to some extent fínancial, but certalnly political pressures on the fundaments of the
Dutch welfare state. Succeeding governments became forced to flnd a sufllcient financial
and political basis for welfare-state activities and transfers. In trying to find a certain
balance, core prograrnmes, arrangements and insUtutions were reconsidered and recon-
structed.

As in so many aspects of Dutch social politics, it was quite contradictory that the
transition from welfare-state expansion towards welfare-state consolidation and reconstruc-
tion took place under the most progressive post-war cabinet, the Den Uyl Government
(1973-1977). That government headed for fundamental redistrtbution, 'the redistribution
ofpower, income and knowledge'. In the field of social politics, special emphasis was given
to welzijrtswerk (social work). The economic Cen2raalPlanbureau (Central Planning Office)
was supplemented by the Sociaal en Cultureel Pl,anbureau(Social and Cultural Planning
O~ce), mairily a social survey research institute. A certain, modest redistribution ofincome
was efiected, a general minimum level of subsistence was completed in 1974, and in 1976
a final uolksuerzekering, the Algemene Arbeicisongeschiktheidswet (General Disablement
Act) was introduced. However, alongside this prolonged evolution towards more universalistic
features of Dutch social politics, growing welfare-state criticism turned up. The first signals
could already be observed in the mid 1960s, when in conservative~moderate confessional,
conservative liberal and employers' circles the first objections were raised against steady
welfare-state evolution, and especially social and public expenditure growth. Although
this first offensive certainly took political momentum, with its major appearance in the
downfall of the confessional~social democratic Cals Government during the Nacht uan
Schrnelzer in the fall of 1966, its basic characteristic was mainly ideological, preparing
the ground for a reorganization ofmore moderate and conservative forces, and for a more
prolonged battle on the fundaments of social politics.

The 1972 elections, again, ended in disaster for the Christian Democrats. The KVP lost
eight, and the CHU three seats. Only the ARP won one seat. The three confessional parties
together obtained their lowest score ever, 48 seats. The formation of a new government
took several months. The internal diíiiculties and political confusion within the confessional
parties reached their climax. Progressive confessionals, confronted with the lack of any
alternative after the defeat of the internally divided confessional~conservative liberal Bies-
heuvel Government, accepted a minortty position within the flrst, and the only progressively
dominated cabinet in Dutch history, the Den Uyl Government. Here nine representatives
of the social democratic PvdA, the PPR and the D'66 constituted the core of the cabinet,
accompanied by seven members ofthe KVP and the ARP. In its government policy statement
the cabinet declared its support of a fundamental remodelling of society. Based on the
progressive programme Keerpun.t '72 (Turning Point '72), priority was given to an improve-
ment in the quality of life, the maintenance and advancement of daily living, housing and
working conditions. In that context, a redistribution of income and property made up a
major policy issue. The state was conceived as the driving force for fundamental change.
It was first of all external factors, the arrival of the economic slowdown and the first oil-
crisis, and later growing resistance from confessional, conservative liberal and especially
employers' circles that thwarted an implementation of envisioned progressive changes,
and forced the Den Uyl Government towards a more restrictive policy course. A planned
enhancement of state intervention in economic affairs through the Wet Selectieue Investe-
ringsregeling (Selective Investments Act) and the Economische Strucfuurrwta (Note on the
Economic Structure), as well as a reconsideration ofground policies were blocked. In this
context, the basic poliUcal battle was fought on the issue of unemployment. Progressive,
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social democratic as well as confessiona] politicians and trade unionists opted for active
labour-market measures, while poliUcians from the centre and right ofpoliUcs, supported
by the employers and senior advisors chose for policy changes in favour ofa more restrictive
and market-oriented position. In the govemment there existed no battle-line between Chris-
tian Democrats and Social Democrats. The línes were drawn between a restrictive Minister
ofFinance and a more expansive Social Minister, the former being a Social Democrat, the
latter a ChrLstian Democrat. Progressive policy options did not last for long. In combatting
unemployment, progressive Social Democrats and confessional politicians tried to innovate
policy instruments and strategic choices in many respects, but falled by the inexperience
with keynesian demand management and missing ínstruments. Growing unemployment,
increasing inflation, and negative economic growth in 1975, partly as a reaction to the
'fírst oil-crisis' in 1974, prepared the ground for a swing towards more restrictive social
policy options. On 9 January 1976 nine captains of industry publicly intervened in the
debate on socio-economic policy parameters, and actually set out the lines for a more
restrictive course. They opted for a"concentrated restriction ofcollective burdens - taxes,
social contrtbutions, retributions and other public charges - in order to limit the increase
of labour costs without unacceptable pressure on wages".37 The Govemment came under
growing pressure, and proclaimed, later in 1976, its 196-operatie ( loió operation), that opted
for a limitation of the annual growth of public expenditure to one per cent of the national
income. The 196 operation was not the signal for a fundamental reconstruction ofthe Dutch
welfare state. It mainly constituted a turning point, where the mood of expansion was replac-
ed by considerations of consolidation and the first cautious moves towards more funda-
mental reconstruction. However, it was at this point that the last chance for active and
institutionalized labour-market policy lines was given up. When the progressive majority
thought that the time was ripe to earn some progress, on issues such as capital growth
sharing and land policy, the KVP-Ministers provoked the downfall of the cabinet.

The 1977 elections resulted ín a huge victory for the Social Democrats, who won ten
seats and became with 53 seats, for the first time in history, larger than the confessional
part~es, now united in the newly formed Chrtsten Democrattsch Appel (CDA; Christian
Democratic Appeal) with 49 seats. Although a concentrated attempt was undertaken to
form a new social democratic~confessional gavernment, intensified christian democratic
frustration from the period ofthe Den Uyl Government, and internal differences ofopinion
on the one hand, with at the same time growtng self-confldence ofthe conservat~ve~moderate
wing of the CDA, and changing industrial power relations in favour of the employers'
organizations on the other hand opened the possibility for a christian democratic~conser-
vative liberal coalition, the Van Agt I Government (1977-1981). The activities ofthis cabinet
symbolized the transition from universalisUc, and also to some extent state-oriented social
policy options towards more restrictive and market-oriented solutions. In those years the
goal of maintaining full employment, or at least the avoidance of mass-unemployment
was gradually overruled by the intention to subordinate the battle against unemployment
to other socio-economic goals, such as the reorganizaUon of public fínances, economic
recovery and improvement ofindustrial activities. Although it was not yet possible to aban-
don openly the priority of full employment and set course towards a more fundamenta]
reconstniction ofsocial polltics and publlc finance, step by step high unemployment became
politically accepted as a possible cure for de-railed social and political (power) relations,
and exaggerated welfare-state commitments. Squeezed between the largest party in Parlia-
ment, the Social Democrats, the still powerful trade unions, and the progressive wing of
the CDA on the one hand, and the conservative~moderate wíng ofthe CDA, the Conservative
Liberals and the employers on the other hand, the Van Agt I Government actually followed
a policy ofmuddling through. Increases in public and social expenditure, a growth ofpublic
finance deScit went hand in hand with the first welfare-state retrenchments and a reduction
and revision of labour-market prograinmes. In general, this government formed the prelude
for a new era of confessional politics. Under the banner of the CDA the confessional down-
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ward electoral trend of the late 1960s and 1970s was halted, and even reversed, whlle
internal conIIicts within the confessional ranks were settled in favour of the conserva-
tive~moderate wing.

This new trend emerged only hesitantly after the 1981 elections. The Christian
Democrats lost one seat, the Social Democrats nine seats, and the Conservative Liberals
two seats. T7ie major winner ofthese elections was the progressive llberal D'66, which gained
nine seats. A confessional~social democratic~progressive liberal coalition, the Van Agt
II Gavernment (1981-1982), came into office, but only lasted for a few months. The govern-
ment policy statement enclosed a series of policy options that were bazely compatible: main-
tenance of the net-net linláng of wages and social insurance benefits, protectlon of the
purchasing power for the lowest income-groups, equal treatment ofworkers in private in-
dustry and public servants, economic recovery, reduction of unemployment, redistribution
of work, stabilization of the regulaz public expenses burden, and reduction of the public
deflcit. Minister of Social AS'airs Den Uyl, as leader of the Social Democrats, was forced
to finance his income- and employment-policy lines through curtailments in welfare-state
progranunes. Opposition firom employers' organizations and trade unions against a reduction
ofthe beneflt level in the sickness insurance, a serious electoral defeat in early 1982, and
growing disagreementwithin the coallUon led to the social democratic exit from government
in May 1982. This coalition break-up, and a strengthening ofcentre-right electoral positions
cleared the way for about eight years of confessional~conservative liberal rule. Although
the Christian Democrats again lost three seats in the 1982 elections, the Conservative
Liberals gained tweive seats. The existence of a christian democraUc~conservative liberal
majority in Parliament, backed by changing industrial relations, where employers' organiza-
tions were able to use the high unemployment in order to force the trade unions on the
defensive, made it possible to accomplish a major break with eazlier, relatively irresolute
policy stances. The Lubbers I(1982-1986) Government drafted its cLi'e-sporen beleid (triple-
tract pollcy programme): first and for all, reorganization ofpublic finances; secondly, eco-
nomic recovery and improvement of industrial activities; and thirdly, restoration ofemploy-
ment. i~-om then on, the reorganization of public finances, more concretely the reduction
ofthe public deflcit and a stabilization of the regular public expenses burden, started to
dominate social politics. The target of consolidating existing programrnes, arrangements
and institutions gave way to explicit reconstruction plans in order to reorganize public
flnances. In May 1983 the Lubbers I Goverriment launched a plan for a far-reaching recon-
struction of the social security system, Herzien.ing van het stelsel uan sociale zekerheid
(Revision ofthe Social Security System). In addiUon the government followed earlier routes
of retrenchments and cuts (budgeting in health care, reconstruction of health insurance,
reductions in famlly care), and a direct attack on the income position of public servants
and welfare-state beneficiaries. In the 1986 elections both the Christian Democrats and
the Social Democrats improved their position from respect3vely 29.3 to 34.6 per cent (from
45 up to 54 seats), and 30.4 to 33.3 per cent (from 47 up to 52 seats). The ConservaUve
Liberals lost theirgains of 1982. Although the coaliUon partners saved their majority, and
stayed in oIDce under the Lubbeis II Government, the internal power relations had drastical-
ly changed. Christian democratic politics regained its strong centre position. Christian
democratic policy lines dominated social policy options more than during the Lubbers I
Government. This led to a coaliUon-exit by the Conservative Liberals in the summer of
1989. In relatlve terms, the Christian Democrats won the 1989 elecUons, by stabilizing
their own position (54 seats, 34.6 up to 35.3 per cent), and a defeat for both the Conserva-
tive Liberals (from 27 to 22 seats, 17.9 to .14.6 per cent), and the Social Democrats (52
to 49 seats, 33.3 to 31.9 per cent). These changed electoral relations, resulting in the termi-
nation of a centre-right majority, and a relative improvement of the position of the CDA,
led to the confessional~social democraUc Lubbers III Government. This govemment formu-
lated as its major policy targets: the former, more or less strict priority for economic recwery
had to be relativized; a further reduction of the publlc deflcit and a stabilization of the
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regular public expenses burden through minor curtailments in social insurance and health
programmes and arrangements, had to be combined with new (social) policy iniUaUves.
Although several new initiatives were combined under the tiitle of sociale vemáeuwing (social
revitalization), a new economic slow-down and a quickly growing welfare-state clientele
forced the Lubbers III Government to accord new plans for far-reaching retrenchments
and cuts in the summer of 1991.

Beside these more general political and policy features, a series ofmore specific arguments
can be taken up in order to complete the picture of the post-war evolution ofsocial poliUcs
in general, and the post-1975 changes in part~cular. To some extent, although not to their
full extent, the lines of argumentation from the foregoing paragraph can be followed. It
is obvious that the quite positive impact of a major contextual variable, the explosive
economic growth rates in the 1950s and 1960s, vanished in the 1970s, and even became
a major constraint for the evolution of social politics and the welfare state from the mid
1970s up until the 1990s. Although no strict relationship seems to eaást between economic
growth and the evolution of social expenditure, the stagnation of economic growth since
the mid 1970s placed issues as redistribution and solidarity in a different perspective.
The general context became a critical one in questioning to what extent the welfare state
crossed economic, and especially socíal and political boundaries. This general mood slowly
irrvaded the social and political discourse after the early 1970s. As already mentioned,
the fiist critical signalswere gtven in the mid 1960s, when in conservaUve~moderate confes-
sional, conservative liberal and employers' circles the fírst objections were raised against
steady welfare-state evolution, and especially social and public expenditure growth. The
positions ofthe Social Democrats, pleading for stronger state control aver economic decision
making, new employment possibilities in the public sector, and a consolidation of the welfare
state, and the Conservative Liberal, emphasizing a stronger orientation towards the market
and individual responsibility, arguing that post-war welfare-state growth had to be restricted,
certairily coloured the political discourse, but were less decisive than the position of the
Christian Democrats. Although their absolute prominence had weakened in the late 1960s
and early 1970s, their centre-position was still of deciding importance. In their 1978 report
Grondslag enpolitiek hande[en (Foundation and Political Action) the Christian Democrats
characterized the relationship between state and society for the first time with the concept
ofgespreide veranhuoordelijkheid (shared responsibility). This concept symbolized to some
extent a contemporaneous interpretation of earlier principles such as sovereignty in its
own circle or subsidiarity. Shared responsibility meant that responsibility for social-
economic relations had to be spread as broadly as possible, and had to be situated at the
lowest level possible. However, since shared responsibility ofstate and society simultaneous-
iy implicated an oriented responsibility, based on principles of rentmeesterschap (steward-
ship) and solidarity, the state had to take its responsibility and had, more than ever before,
to intervene in socio-economic life.3e This more general, and relatively open position on
the relationship between state and society did not mean that Christian Democracy aban-
doned its cxltical stance towards the role ofthe state. In their report Gespreid.e vernrih~oorde-
li~kheid (Shared Responsibility) ofthe same year the Christian Democrats formulated quite
critical statements on the overloading of the state, on the high level of bureaucracy, and
on the growing seizure of collective burdens on the national income. It was argued that
citizens expressed growing expectations uis à uis the state, were becoming more and more
dependent on the state, and had lost their willingness and capacity to take their own
responsibillty. The report pleaded for a reversal of this trend. State activiUes, especially
in the field of socio-economic life had to be restricted.39 These critical statements found
their way into the christian democratic electoral programmes of the late 1970s and early
1980s. In their 1977-1981 programme Niet bi~ brood alLeen (Not by bread alone) the CDA
argued that the trend towards 'more state' had to be reversed, otherwise a unending process
would be set in motion: state intervention here would stimulate state intervention there,
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until the state would control the entire socio-economic sphere. Along that line society would
become deprived of its own responsibility to weight costs and benefits, whlle the welfare
state would degenerate to a completely planned and organized society. That was contrary
to christian democratic principles. In more concrete terms a plea was held for a limitation
ofredistributtve state activities, the introduction of personal contributions to health care,
social security, and other public provisions. The growth of the collective sector had to be
restricted, espedally in the field of social insurance and social provLsions. In their 1981-1985
election programme Om een ziru~ol bestaan (For a Meaningful Existence) the prevalling
tone is even more serious. The relationship between state and society had come under
severe pressure in times of high unemployment and an explosive evolution of public and
social expenditure under stagnant economic conditions. Again, the ChrLstian Democrats
argued for a restriction of state activities. In that context a whole series of issues had to
be put in perspective. The pmgranune referned to the system of indexation, the maintenance
of purchasing power, person.al contributions to health and social security, the concept
of suitable work in the unemployment insurance, sodal security and tax abuses.~ This
growing orientation towards 'less state, and more market and personal responsibility' led
to intense internal debates in christian democratic circles. Actually, to some extent a double
line of division existed. First of all different strategic and ideological interests prevailed
among the three confessional parties, that merged durtng the 1970s. The KVP always opted
for a more statist position than the CHU and the ARP, although the latter party moved
to more statist opinions from the mid 1960s onwards. The second line was more decisive
for the post 1975 period. During the late 1970s two more or less opposed lines of argumen-
tation emerged within the CDA. More progressive elements opted for accordance with the
trade unions, and a stronger welfare-state commitment in fighting unemployment and
defending the position of the 'weak' in society. The conservative~moderate wing pleaded
for a reorientation on the role of the state towards traditional subsidiary functions, and
more neo-liberal economic polides. This internal struggle, symbolized by the clear dii3~erences
of opinion between the Minister of Finance Andriessen, and the Social Minister Albeda,
both Christian Democrats, dominated the activities of the Van Agt I Government, and ob-
structed straightforward changes in social politics. Although Andriessen had to resign,
and the parllamentary fraction of the CDA argued for more active interventions in fighting
unemployment, in the longer run the power relations between both fractions shifted in
favour of the conservative~moderate wing. This trend already surfaced in the late 1970s
reports mentioned above, and the electoral programmes Niet bij brood cilleen (1977-1981)
and Om eenzinuoi bestaart (1981-1985). After a final accentuation of progressive christian
democratic sentiments during the confessional~social democratic Van Agt II coalition, the
progressive confessional option gradually disappeared from the polltical scene. This evolution
has to be placed in a broader context of changing social and polltical power relations. In
the 1970s industrial relations became relatively tensed. Conflicts had become stronger
in the late 1960s, and even resulted in a series of 'wild-cat-strikes' in the early 1970s,
and a permanent faffure to reach central agreements in wage fortnation. The stance of
several unions was quite militant, while employers' organizations began to consolidate
theirveto-power by a centralization and concentration oftheir different member organiza-
tions.41 The negotlations for a central national collective agreement in 1974 meant a
turning point in relations between employers' organizations and trade unions. Although
the representat~ves ofthe employers organizations reached an agreement with the trade
unions, their members refused to accept the results ofthe negotiations. This event marked
the start of a long series of failures to comè to national collective agreements. Since that
time, most confrontations between employers' organizations and trade unions, wtth a major
excepUon for the struggle on the price compensation in 1977, ended in defeats for the
workers' organizations. In spite of, or seen from a different perspective, maybe as a result
oftheir defensive strategy of concessions the trade union failed in their attempts to secure
jobs along arbeidsplaatsenouereenkomsten (job security agreements), to flght cuts in wages
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and social security beneflts, and since the eariy 1980s to counter mass-unemployment
through a far-reaching redistribution ofwork. Employers used some first exercises on work
time reduction in combination with wage cutbacks, in order to reorganize their productive
capacities, and to reduce over-capacities. Since 1985 they resisted any further substantial
reduction of work time. The outcome of this global evolution of industrial relations had
an important impact on more strtct political relations. Where the emergence of a more
progressive wing within the confessional parties, and especially the KVP, was closely
connected wtth growing trade union power and the emergence of a more pronounced trade
union connection. the weakened position ofthe trade union movement since the early 1980s
constituted a condition for a strengthening ofmore market-oriented and selective opinions
within the CDA. Actually, the impact of the trade union connection with more progressive
elements in confessional politics, was converted into a kind ofindustrial connection along
which representatives ofemployers' organizations, and especially ofthe Neder[ands Chris-
teiyk Werkgeversuerborui (NCW; Dutch ChrLstian Employers' Federation) gained more direct
access to social policy formation.

In general, the diffusion and radicalization ofthe confessional trade union movement
forced confessional politics to move the centre of their (social) politics. Where for long
Christian Democrats used corporatist structures and institutions in order to implement
the general lines of their societal project, they now shifted more and more to the field of
parliamentary politics. This was not without complications, considering the loss of their
electoral majority since the late 1960s and growing internal di,screpandes. This still relatively
unbalanced basis for social politics forced Christian Democracy to make a second change
regarding the centre oftheir (social) politics. The core ofconfessional (social) politics moved
from a strong parliamentary orientation towards the primacy of the governmental level.
From the early 1980s, with the arrival of the Lubbers I Government, the unity within
christian democratic politics became organized along strict gwernment programmes, which
actually undermined parliamentary politics. This evolution probably constituted themajor
paradox of post-war confessional politics: in order to maintain their social and political
hegemony, Christian Democracy, withdrew from their genuine field ofpolitics, corporatism,
and shifted their activities into parliamentary, and finally governmental echelons.

In this general context of changing social and political (power) relations, and a
strengthening ofmore market-oriented and selective social policy options earlier characteris-
tics of confessional social ideology and practise, which for long stimulated the evolution
of social politics and the welfare state, began to work in an opposite direction. Until the
early 1970s a certain consensus existed between the major corporatist partners, employers'
organizations and trade unions on principal socio-economic topics, such as wage-policies,
the enlargement of welfare-state programmes and provisions, and working conditions.
That was demonstrated by the fact that most social pollcy advises ofthe Sociaal-Ecbnnmische
Raad were unanimous. However, since the mid 1970s the climate changed. The relatively
high level of accordance disappeared when the employers' organizaUons started to plea
for welfare-state reduction, and the trade unions followed their way in pleading for
consolidation, and even further extension of welfare-state arrangements.42 At the same
time the confessional orientation towards family income maintenance and the protection
of a'necessary wage' along minimum wage and benefit levels, and an indexation to the
general evolution ofwages and prices, began to develop an autonomous dynamic that was
to be controlled only with great difficulties and at high costs. Besides this, the idea and
practise ofself-governing administration ofsocial insurance regulations under the control
of employers' and trade union representatives induced a more or less unofïlcial practise
in disableinent insurance. Here the Disablement Insurance Act, introduced in 1966, became
as used as a kind of hidden unemployment scheme in times of the reconstruction of the
Dutch economy in the eariy 1970s. Many older workers of disappearing industries were
placed under the disablement scheme with its long-term (up until the age of 65 years old)
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income-related benefits. Trends and practices that seemed only to be reversed through
a fundamental reconstruction of the welfare state.

7. Welfire-State Evolution wnder Confessional Hegemony

These analyses of the evolution of confessional hegemony after World War II present the
approprlate context for providíng some answers to the first two major questions on the
development ofthe Dutch welfare state, as formulated in paragraph 3. First, following the
post-war evolution ofthe Dutch welfare state during the 1950s and 1960s, a striking para-
dox surfaced: a far-reaching tran~sí'ormation ofthe Dutch welfare state was explicitly obstn~ct-
ed by the dominant dirYgai~ts politiques; however, while dominant social and political organiz-
ations attempted to secure prevailing structures, they introduced single elements of the
proposeà transformation through an incrementalist series ofchanges, without ever explicitly
accepting them as a total package. How onn this iru.rem~ent.alist swTender to arrwrew-tioersa-
[istic socia! policy orientation be exp[ained?

The incrementalism of post-war Dutch social poliUcs is based on a paradoxical entity of,
on the one hand, the fundamental decision to maintain the basic principles of economic
and social ordering, and, on the other hand, the agreement that welfare state programmes,
arrangements and institutions had to be broadened and improved. The fundamental
outcome ofthe post-war debates on economic and social ordering is evident. Despite some
initial moves towards stronger state intervention in and control of economic and social
relations in 1945~ 1946 major social and political organizations chose for a more distant
relationship between state and society along the basic principles of catholic views and
ideas on the role of the state, generally summarized under the principle of subsidiarity.
The catholic option facilitated a flexible combination of primary and subsidiary tasks of
the state. As long as the specific economic and social relations allowed, Catholics were
able to organize a consensual basis and partnership with the Social Democrats for a
common orientation towards economic and social pollcies. However, from the beginning
there already existed a kind of contradictory duality in the relation between Catholics and
Social Democrats, in a more strategic, as well as in a more substantial sense. The strategíc
position of the Catholics was based on a three level-approach. In their governmental
activities they started from a relatively radical position in the Schermerhorn-Drees Govern-
ment, partly as a reaction to their prewar e.xperiences, and partly as a position in order
to hold open all possibilities for the years to come. Social Democrats, and especially their
socio-economic triangle, Drees as Social Minister, Vos as Minister of Economic Affairs and
Lieftinck as Finance Minister, were allowed to set out principal policy lines. These lines
were not contested within the cabinet itself. The dispute followed different lines. Firstly,
at parliamentary level. Here the KVP blocked all initiatives towards strong state control
and intervention. In all major debates, on the Nationaal Weluaartsplan, publlc industrial
organization, the Industrln[isa.tienota, and wage- and price-control a centre-right coalition
ofconfessional parties and the conservatlve liberalVVD safeguarded an outcome that was
close to catholic policy options. Secondly, at the societal level a conglomerate ofconfessional
parties, employers' organizations, confessional trade unions, and other confessional econo-
mic and social organizations constituted a firm force for the promotion of confessional,
and in these first post-war years especially catholic views and ideas on societal ordering
and the relationship between state and socíety. l~en at goverrunent level, their relatively
weakest territory during the Schermerhorn-Drees Government, the Catholics gradually
improved their positionbetween 1946 and 1952. In the Beel Government the earlier domi-
nant position ofthe Social Democrats was limited. Following the elections of 1948, resulting
in a social democratic defeat, the catholic leader Romme successfully opted for 'politics
on a broad basis' in order the use the entry of the protestant christian CHU and the conser-
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vative liberal WD depriving the Social Democrats of any real chance to implement their
programme of centrally planned economy and active state intervention in economic and
social life.

This specific evolution of Dutch social and polltlcal relations during the first decade
after the war constituted the basis for a continuation ofthe hegemonic position ofa coníes-
sional, industrlal~subsidiary~regulative societal project, and a failure to implement more
institutional~creative ideas on the relationship between state and society. Although a series
of roman-red governments wielded the sceptre over the Netherlands, confessional social
organi7.ations, the trade unions KAB, CNV, the confessional employers' organizations, and
the confessional political parties, the KVP, the CHU and the ARP dominated the debates
on societal ordering and social politics, as well as the social and political struggle on the
ordering of society and the reconstruction ofthe welfare state. It is against this background
that the outcome of more specific debates on social politics, as discussed in Chapter 3,
have to be understood. The hegemonic position of confessional social and political organiz-
ations obstructed a sudden and far-reaching reconstruction of Dutch social politics and
the welfare state. as proposed by the Van Rhijn Commission. Along the lines of the report
ofthe Gemersgcie Commissie van Rhi~n (Mixed Van Rhijn CorrunLssion, in which they obtained
a majority, a further institutional development of the welfare state followed Bismarckian
lines, siainiy based on wage-earners' insurance schemes controlled by employers and work-
ers. Only self-employed persons were perceived as a further social category to be included
in welfare-state programmes. In the field ofeconomic and labour-market policies govern-
ments largeiy refrained from developing more active and institutionalized policy lines. Com-
pensatory measures, concretely manifested by the introductiion of the Old Age Provisions
Emergence Act in 1947, and the Werkloosheidswet (Unemployment Insurance Act) in 1952 ,
overruled active and interventionist state activities.

The ana.lysis ofthe whole series ofdifferent governments and different types ofgavernments
shows a clear picture ofconfessional dominance and hegemony, as well as general confes-
sional strategic options in ordering the relationship between state and society, and at the
same time modelling social politics and the welfare state. Social and political power relations
were for long, up until the late 1960s, dominated by confessional organizations. Within
all major citadeLs, the Stichting uan deArbeid (The Chamber of Labour), where employers'
organizations and trade unions came together, the Sociaa!-Economische Raad, the major
advisory coundl of the government in social-economic affairs, and Parliament a clear confes-
sional (cum conservative liberal) majority existed. That constituted the power basis for
the confessional, and again mainiy catholic, cooperation with the Social Democrats at the
level ofgovernment until 1958. In that general constellation, Social Democrats, even during
the ten year presidency of their leader Drees, always remained in a minority position. The
De Quay Government marked the end ofthe post-war reconstruction and a definite return
to the primacy of market relations and associative responsibility in structuring economic
and social life. The economic boom during the 1950s sharpened differences of opinion
which have exlsted ever since between confessional organizations, and especially the catholic
ones, and the Social Democrats. A long series of confessional~liberal coalition governments
ruled the Netherlands up until 1973 with a short intem~eao of about twenty months during
the Cals Goverrunent.lfiis socio-political context constituted the basis for the structuring
ofthe relationship between state and society along the basic principles ofthe confessional
societal project, and more speci8cally the cathollc principle of subsidiarity. Social Democrats
never had the chance to realize their ideas~on a centrally controlled economy and acttve
state intervention in economic and social life. When immediately after the war Catholics
chose for a stronger state role, this was a purely pragmatic choice in order to reconstruct
the economy and society after the years of Great Depression and World War II. As soon
as economic and social conditions improved, they returned to the primacy of market rela-
tions and associative responsibility, the core ofan industrlal~subsidiary~regulaUve societal
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project. In the fleld ofsocial politics confessional hegemony resulted, up until the mid 1950s,
in the obstruction of a far-reaching reconstruction of Dutch social politics and the welfare
state, as proposed by the Van Rhijn Commission, and the dominance of pre-war, Bis-
marckian policy lines. The introduction ofthe first national insurance scheme, the General
Old Age Pensions Act in 1957 marked a change in this pattern of evolution. From then
onwards, along a long series of step by step changes, without explicit debates or clear policy
fissures, Dutch social politics and the welfare state, under confessional hegemony, set
course towards a more universalistic social policy orientaUon. This long incrementallst
route was not borne out of compromises between the confessional power block and any
other social and political conglomerate, social democratic or conservative liberal. It was
the incrementalLsm that has been characteristic of confessional social and political hegemo-
ny, combined with a stronger orientatjon towards universalistic principles.

It is the incrementalism that has been characteristic of confessional social and political
hegemony, combined with a stronger orientation towards untuersalisti.c principles. The
arrival of universalistic social politics and the explosive post-war expansion of the Dutch
welfare state occurred against the background of enduring and solid economic growth,
until the eariy 1970s. Alongside the hegemony of confessional social and polltical organiza-
tions three more precise features of confessional social ideology and practise can explain
this evolution, and more speciflcally the incrementalist arrival of universalism. A flrst feature
refers to changes in opinion which have surfaced within the three confessional parties
since the 1950s. Although the catholics, after a decade of more interventionist options,
returned more generally to their preferred mixture of the primacy of market relations and
associative responsibility, basic features of the principle of subsidiarity, their attitude to-
wards welfare-state activities in the field of social insurance, social provisions, education
and health care became more favourable during the 1950s and 1960s. As critical as they
remained to direct intervention in the economy and the labour market, theywere construcU-
ve in building matured social security, education, health and housing provisions. They
chose for a more universallstic position than before World War II, or the first decade after
the war. The second feature is formed by the combined eH'ect ofthree more or less interrelat-
ed components. From the mid 1950s onwards the confessional trade unions, the catholic
KAB and the protestant chrisllan CNV, moved closer to the position ofthe social democratic
trade union, the NW. At the same time the connections between confessional trade union
leaders and more labour-oriented and progressive confessional politicians intensii3ed. This
aggregate of deepening relations and connections not only led to a more open mind for
universalistic social policy options within the confessional parties, but induced also a relative
strengthening of progressive elements within the confessional parties, and growing interests
for social policy matters. This growing power of the progressive wings, especially the KVP
and the ARP, combined with some more external factors such as the arrival of international
mass consumption and the mass media society, turned into growing confessional unsteadi-
ness, combined with an unmistakable weakening of their hegemony after the late 1960s.
Where a deepened trade union connection, and a relative strengthening ofmore progressive
wings within the confessíonal parUes had a positive impact on welfare-state growth, the
weakening of confessional hegemony after the late 1960s hampered for some time more
moderate and conservatfve confessional circles, supported by the employers' organizations
in reversing the switches towards a more tempered and selective welfare-state evolution.
These first two complexes of explanatory variables for welfare-state evolution in a more
universalistic direction, were supported by a third, more or less domestic set of variables
for welfare-state growth, quantitatively and qualitatively, under confessional hegemony.
This complex refers to the impact of corporat~st social policy making, the preoccupation
with family income, the ideas on a'necessary wage', and finally the open-ended financial
basis of many social policy provisions.
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It Ls this complex, and to some extent contradictory entity of enduring confessional
social and political hegemony on the one hand, and programmatic, internal political and
ideological components on the other hand, which explains the incrementalist path, still
fundamentally based on the industrial~subsidiary~regulaUve confessional societal project,
towards more universalistic social polltics and a more universalistic welfare state during
the 1950s and 1960s.

Where a certain incrementallst route of improvements and advancements activated a univer-
salistic welfare-state evolution in the 1950s and 1960s, since the mid 1970s long hidden,
although quite fundamental characteristics of Dutch social politics and welfare state, started
to play a prominent role. Since World War II, until the late 1960s governments largeiy re-
fiained frnin developing more actfve and institutionalized policy lines in the field of economic
and labour-market policies. As argued in Chapter 6, the Dutch welfare state became a
reactive transferst.a.te, a state which lacked powerful institutions and an establlshed policy
practise to intervene in more structural economic and social parameters in order to guaran-
tee more or less balanced socio-economic and labour-market relations. In that context
the Dutch welfare state was in the long run unable to counter growíng unemployment
and disablement, which induced an explosive growth ofthe welfare-state clientele. In absolu-
te terms the clientele of the Dutch welfare state grew by more than 60 per cent between
1975 and 1990. This evolution put growing pressure on the welfare state and constituted
a major impetus for the reconstruction ofmajor prograirunes, arrangements, and instituUons
in the late 1980s. This setting brought on a second major question regarding the evolution
ofpost-war Dutch social politics: whatare the morefundamental reasonsJor the em,ergence
oJsoJt wefare-state corr.t.ours within the Dutch welfare state since the mid 1970s?

The answer to this question uncovers a double-sided, however contradictory relationship
between welfare-state evolution on the one hand, and confessional social and political hege-
mony on the other hand. Actually confessional social polit3cs until the mid 1970s laid the
foundations for both the explosive evolution ofthe Dutch welfare state, an.d the structural
problems that arose after the mid 1970s. Where along the principle of subsidiarity, a prohibi-
tion of public control over economic and labour-market relations went hand in hand with
a stronger orientation towards universalistic opUons, resulting in hardly contested welfare-
state evolution, the lack of powerful institutions and an established policy practise, and
the specificity of the power relations in the 1970s, left Dutch major social and political
organizations merely the option of reactive social politics. Progressive confessional and
social democratic cxrcles, supported by the trade union movement envisioned a contlnuation
and consolidation of earlier social policy lines in order to survive the supposed temporal
economic problems, most clearly manifested by growing unemployment, while liberal and
conservative~moderate confessional circles, supported bythe employers' organization had
to reorganize their ranks before taking the lead in moulding social politics from the early
1980s onwards. This period ofpolitical impartiality led to the continuation ofa highly exclu-
sivist labour-market situation, combined with an explosion ofwelfare-state compensation
for unemployment and disablement. It was not until the early 1980s that changing social
and political (power) relations, and a strengthening ofmore market-oriented and selecUve
policy options opened the way for a far-reaching reconstsvction ofthe Dutch welfare state.
During the late 1970s two more or less opposed lines of argumentation emerged within
ChrLstian Democracy, the progressive one opting for accordance with the trade unions,
and a stronger welfare-state commitment, the other, conservative~moderate, pleading for
a reorientation of the role of the state to the traditional subsidiary functions and more
neo-liberal economic policies. The relations ofpower between both fi-actions moved in favour
ofthe conservatfve~moderate opUon. F'rom the eariy 1980s onwards the pattern of power
relations changed completely. The position ofthe progressive elements within confessional
politics was weakened as trade union power ci1Tniniched after the earty 1980s. This evolution
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led to a the strengthening of more market-oriented and selective opinions within the CDA
The trade union connection of progressive elements in confessional politics, for long the
basis for a more solidary social policy orientation, became replaced by a certain industrial
connection, based on a deepening ofthe relations with representatives of employers' organiza-
tions, and especially ofthe NCW. Here, earlier characteristics ofconfessional social ideology
and practise, which for long inspired welfare-state evolution, started to act in the opposite
direction. Confessional orientation towards family income, the protection of a'necessary
wage', the inde~tion of minirnal income and minimal socia] benefits, and the idea and
practise of self-governing administration could only be countered along a fundamental
reappraisal of existing programmes, arrangements and institutions.
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